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Dll'RODUarICfi 
The purpoee ot tIli. thena i. to indicate the attitude ot the AMrican 
pres. toward the exhortations, decree., and .. orld policies ot Hia Boliness 
Pope Piu. XI during the years of his pont1ticate, 1922 to 1939. 8elec·l;ed 
journals of op1D1on having c:l1trerent political and social qmpathie. are 
chosen in order to give a. complete a view as possible to such an exteneive 
period. Where certain paper. lacked evidence, others ... re used to fill in a 
balanoed pioture, or 1t .... posBible to judge from negati.,. ertdence. 
The atudy waa baaed _inly on aix jOUl'!1&.ls. The !fation and the ... 
- -
Republic were chosen tor the liberal view, the !-rican l1!trcu.l and the 
Chri.tian Science Monitor tor the opinions of the- right I while the lfew York 
--
1'i •• and!!!! r8pre.ent a center pon tion. l These were thought to give a 
reliable cro.s-aeation of opinion. 
The period coT8red waa one tilled with illpOrtant t-rents tor the IlOdem 
world. The papacy again took it. place aa part ot that world, and the re-
action ot the prea. to the reawakening i. interesting to note. It was also 
lrhe lew York Tu.s was espeoial.l.7 helpful in prod.ding a chronolog ot 
e"nt.. BiEIi lJi8 dOouatnt. and the .econdarl source. used pronded Deeded 
baokground tor the stud7. lote. on the polioies ot nenpaper. and _guinea 
are gathered fro. Edwin lIIery and He1U7 L. Salth, 'the Pre •• and Amarioa (New 
York,19S4)J Theodore Peterson, JIlga.ine8 in the '1'wenti.ih de'iitug (Urbana, 
19S6h llan P. GJ1a., The Political L1beruiimor the we; tork tion (Chapel 
Hill, )forth Carolina, lID)J Roliiid E. wolieley,~--v..iiiln;'liorld (lie. York, 
19S1). -
1..-
y 
a time ot soclal upheaval and the voice ot the Church joined in the di8-
cussions concerning justice and charity between man and his neighbor. eo-u-
niss and hsciam struggled tor the victory ot their ideology in the world. 
Oral' such a distres8ed told Pius II was elected to rule. 
ClUPrEaI 
HABEWS PAPAl( 
()1 'ebrua17 6, 1922, atter fifteen days of intenae waiting and specu-
lation, Cardinal B1s1eti appeared on the outer loggia of St. Peter's and 
shouted to the gathered crowds. "I annoUllce to you a great joy. We have a 
Pope. It i8 the )bst Eminent and )lost Re.,.rend cardinal Ratti, who has taken 
the na_ of Pius 11.-1 
The post-nr world, enveloped in d1881"_.nt discussions, world conier-
enoes, and revisionist theories, turned its attention for a moment to the 
papal election. The sepent of the American press which notic.d the ..... nt 
announeed it enthusiastically, it was ignored by hostile journalll and all are 
hesitant to predict policies of the new "liberal" pope. Editors looked back 
upon the career of Achille Ratti to disoover his qualifications tor the leader-
ship of three million Catholics. They found a scholarly priest, a learned 
Ubrarian, yet aD outdoor _n who had won fame as a D)Ulltain climber. Inspa-
par biographies told that Aohille Ratti wall born in a w.awr IS household in 
Deno, a suburb of KUan, VaT )0, 18S7. He _s educated in the •• 1d.nar7 in 
PAlan, returned there after ordination to teach, entered the AlibroBian Library 
in JIUan in 1888, and reained there for more than twnty years while continu-
lz.olt Aradi, Pius ,!!, !!!! !!l?!!!!2 ~!!! (Ifew York, 1958), p. 146. 
1 
ing pastoral work, • .,.ntual.l.7 beooad.ng head of the librlJ:'7 and leaving it only 
to beoame Prefect of the Tat1can Librar7 in ROlle in 1914. Benedict IV' sent 
him in 1915 as Visitor to Poland and he later beea. lunoio to that country_ 
There be was credited with dieplaJ1ng "auch re.rkable tact and diploJllatic 
akill and eftn heroism th4t he played quite a leading part in the final .. ttle-
ant of · both the political and eccleshstical difficulties which 8Ul'rounded the 
birth of the n_republio ... 2 Be was _de .Arcbbishop ot MU.an in April 1921 and 
cardinal two lIOllthe later. Within the ,..ar be had beCOII8 the two hundred and 
sixty-first pope.:3 
The incident .,st enlarged upon b7 the editorials was the sign.1fioanoe of 
the benediction trOll the outer balcoft7. Piu. II gave hi. first blessing, not 
trom in8ide St. Peter's where 1 t had been g1 Ten Binoe 1870 when PiU8 n had 
become a voluntary prisoner of Vatican wa1l8, but troa the outer loggia to tbe 
throng in the aquare. It was a breaking ot pNCedent trom which many prophe-
cies conoerning the solution of the "Roman Question- could be drawn. Using 
it. own opinion, the Llterarl ntgeet declared. "b,. shattering the precedent 
in hi8 tirst official aot, the n ... Pont1.tf aeu.d to press and people to be 
2wPiU• XI", Literarz Dige.t LXXII (rebrua17 lS, 1922), p. 11. This 
journal D. con8iderea a ClIppIiig .ervice tor public opinion. Both news of 
a topio were given and a high etanclard ot unb1ued new8 was presented. Peter-
son, p. 640. (Whene,"r po.sible, sources were sought tor entire context ot 
est· s article. Onlz when this os impossible was the Dimt used as a 
source. '01" biographical sources of Pius XI seel Browne- ~ L., Pius n, 
Apoatle ot Peaoe J ClonJlDl"e, }'ope Pius II and World Peace (Ie .. York lmr J-
DaUe,., r.v., Kult II, ~ OT'ih"8PiojiIe'"'Tehlcago, 1931). Hughes, Philip, 
~ ~!! ("IeWYoric,J:JJ8"}.-
"Ibid. 
.) 
setting the keynote of his pontifioate.w4 Whereas the opinion of the Ime. 
. -
pendent .!:!!2. Weekl{ Review was that the aot betokened Ifhis intention to oon-
tiliue the late Pope Benedict.s policy of discreet friendliness toward the 
Quirinal, nS in March, the Amerioan Review ~ Reviews was able to draw the 
conclusion that "he and the Italian government are anxious to come to terms" 
but that "the details of the arrangements are still unsettled. lt6 The reoon-
ciliation was also discussed by Outlook7 aDi Living !S!. which ooted the 
"profound impression" the public benediction harl on the Italian people and 
marked it as "an event in history.M8 
Discussing the personality and personal ability of the Pontiff, the 
papers joined in very favorable editorial comment. The New York Globe en-
thus1astical~ expressed I "The more we learn about Pius XI, recently Cardinal 
Achille Ratti,. the better we like him. He is not only a conciliator, a holder 
of the middle grourxl who will be able to reconcile extremists, but a man of 
4Ibid • Digest's own opinion here. 
$-The New Pope-, The ~epellXlent and Weekly Herlev evIll (February 18, 
1922), p. 172. In the"'"'68g nnlng a pap'e'r"withrel1g1ous aims, it shifted to 
a more pneral 8COpeJ had small circulation, debatable infiuance. (Wolseley, 
p. 100.) 
~ur1ce "11 Egan, "The New Pope am the World", American Review of 
Revian LXV (March 1922), pp. 258-260. This magasine bad no particular 
pe1icles, suffered no change in personality with va1'lous editors. (Wblaeley, 
p. ,7.) 
7"The New Pope", The Outlook cnx (February 15, 1922), pp. 252-2$3. In 
189.3 oatlook became a regular journal of opinion rather than a f~ publi-
oation wtth a religious emphasis. tqman Abbott was its editor at this time 
and its views were liberal. (Peterson, p. 1h4.) 
8senedetto C1rmini, ItThe New Pope", !h! Living .!i! CCCIIIl (April 1, 
1922), pp. 17-19. 
4 
'Vigorous am positive teaperaaent, whoae record ot achie'Vements at¥! abUitiea 
is surprisingly large •••• Allerica will be glad to .e. the deaocratic tra-
dition again sustained by' the modest Italian W8&'V8r, one whoae progr ... in 
lite has so obviously been due to substantial Mrlt and untiring ell81"gy.·9 
other journals vie with one another tor or1g1nal. adjectives. Piu 18 
described as a "man ot coaa,.,ing intellect am religious zeal, ,,10 a 1I&D. who 
"knows the world, though a priest not a pietist, though a trained diplO1ll8.t 
not at all a political prelate. ,,11 William H. Cravtord, who bad occasion to 
Met Hia Holiness both betore am atter his election, writing tor Century 
magazine, telt the new Pontttf 1fU "primarily a v1de awake business man, 
entirely in aympatl\Y with and possesaing a vide knowledge ot world attairs.· 
Crawford ealarged upon the .eea1n~ paradoxical trmd1ity ot the man, yet h1a 
un.swerY1ng daand for respect and obedienoe. Though he brought back the pcap 
and cereaon;r popular during the reign ot Leo XUI, it was not, Crawtord felt 
sure, because a man so s1mple and unaftected could change, but because the 
Pope telt the dignity ot the otfice required it. He conoluded I "I lett the 
Vatican impressed with the beUef that the Roman See vas in thoroughl,y capable 
aDd ett1c1ent haDJa, and that the Hoq Vather was traundousq in earnest arx! 
'"The Mountaln-cltmbing Pr1sonerot the Vatican", Literarr Digest LXIII 
(reb:ruary 22, 1922), pp. h4-b6. 
10tethe lev Pope-, The Outlook, p. 253. 
--........ _' 
l1aino C. Speranza, "Habeaua Pont1tieem", !2! Outlook cnx (Karch 1, 
1922), pp. 33$-3)6. 
divinely consecrated to his work. ftl2 
Although the New York Times hesitated to predict the course of the papaQy, 
--
it considered Achille Ratti "unusually robust, young as papal age is reckoned. 
Talent, energy, will and comprehensive and statesmanlike mind are his. He 
should be a strong, and perhaps even a great, pope."1.3 
A d itferent type of compliment was paid to Pius XI by the Christian 
Centm editor was was an advocate of church unity. 
The election of a moderate, constructively conservative, and 
highly enlightened pope-crowned with iaposing ceremonies as "The 
Rector of the World"-is the most daring challenge to Protestan. 
tism since the Reformation. Already more than twenty-five nations, 
including heretic France and Protestant England, are represented 
by ministers or ambassadors at the court of the vatican. The rap.. 
prochement between Italy and the papal see proceeds, which marks 
a new epoch in that lady land where estrangement has been so long 
the order of things. Without doubt a deliberate, intelligent, ard 
strategically aggressive effort will be made to commend the new 
papal administration to America, by every means at commal!¥i, by a 
pontiff who seeks to embrace the world in his fatherhood. His 
message tik the American people was most cordial, tactful, and sig"" 
nUicant. · Many facts in the present eituation of the world will 
tend to further the purpose of a leader who does at least s.ymbolize 
12William H. Crawtord, "From Vatican to Lambeth Palace", Centur;y evIII 
(July 1924), pp. 409-hlS. A high qualit.y magazine, primarily interested in 
literature, yet paid some attention to current attatrs. (FAery and Smith, 
p. 476.) 
13New ~ Times, February 7, 1922, p. 16. Adolph Ochs was editor at 
thist1me. The paper was politically Democratio at that time, eS8ent~ 
cOD8erva,tive in tone, particularly in economic outlook, progressive in social 
viewpoint but not a crusading "peoples champion". Noted for its impersonal 
journalism. (Emery and Smith, p. 'OO.) 
14When Cardinal O'Connell reached Rome, although too late for the election 
of Pius XI, he asked for a message for the American people. The Pope replied I 
"All of mf life I have entertained the greatest admiration for this young and 
vigorous people. I have read much about America and have otten wished to visit 
it. • • • Tell them I send them mf Blessing with all ~ heart. The washington 
the unity of the world at a time when there seems so little to hold 
the world together. \vorld history, said Lord Bryce, is becming 
one history; am nothing can stand before that manifest desti1V'. 
Can a divided, bickering, Protastantism-a mere huddle of sects, 
each clinging to its own dialect..meet this stupendous challenge 
of a united, intelligent, aggressive Catholicism? ManifestlY not. 
Either we must learn to marshal our forces. organizing the reli-
gion of freedom as the Roman church has organized the religion of 
authority, or thel~uture will be dark for the faith that has made 
the modern world. 
6 
Evaluating this very definite statement, it might be said that the editor vas 
using the election of a strong progressive pope to stir his fellow Protestants 
out of their slumbers. He praises the Pope and admires his authority, yet 
holdS to his I"el:l.gion of "freedom". 
The journals which did comm:l.t themselves to pred:l.ct:l.ng papal poliCT 
seemed to agree that peace with Italy, reunion of the Catholic Church with the 
Greek and Russ ian Orthodox churches, and a ret'lU"n of the Anglican church to 
Rome were possibilities.16 Although considered a liberal because he was picked 
for important positions by Pope Benedict XV and backed during the eleotion by 
Benedict's Secretary of State, the liberal Cardinal Gasparri, all opinions 
Conference has done much for the paCification of the world am my great desire 
is to contribute to the re-establishment of peace and harmony 8JlX)ngst nations. 
America has shown tha t she was not animated by selfishness during the war am 
arter, and God rill bless her for it. 1t (William Teeling, The !2E! in Politics 
London, 1937, PP. 146-lla.) - -
15"The Challange to Protestantism", The Christian Cent~ XXXIX (March 2, 
1922), pp. 259-261. The Christian Cent~s an Uridenomini onal journal of 
religion whose editor at tEls 'tIme was . les Clqton Morrison. He urged a 
closer alliance of Catholics,rrotestants and Jews to work for IIlUtual ems. 
161t is interesting to note how these predictions identit,y themselves 
lwith those following the election of Pope John XXIII. 
7 
agreed that the strength of llind and will of the llP' Pope would enable him to 
chart his own cour.e in world politics rather than tollow any faction whatso-
eyer. 17 
As would seea natural, Pius XI was compared by any edt tors with his pre-
decessors who pointed out his likeness to Benedict .IV in his interest in diplo-
matic affairs and his difference to Pius L .urice Egan, in the AErioan 
Review 2! Reviews, gave a good eDllp18 of this approach. "Pius II was a purely 
ecclesiastical pope. • • • Benedict XV saw an opportunity tor the restoration 
of Roman diploacy,which bad for a long time faUed in every respectJ and. 
Pius XI, in aocepting so cordially the re.ults of the Conterence at Washington, 
bas ranged him8elt on .the side ot the angels' where everT pope ought to be ... 1S 
Concerning diplo_tic relation. with the United States, Egan did not fe.l 
that there was any indica tion that either the Vatican or the Catholics in the 
United States desired them because no religious-political. question .... at issue 
in which the United State. was interested .. 19 
In the two :years that tollowed the election of Pope Pius II, 80me journals 
which did not offer any opinion at the outset, began to make their views felt. 
l71nrico Cardinal Gasparri (187l-l9h6) 'ftS bishop of Velletri, Italy' and 
Prefect of the Sacred Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura and 8ub-deacon of the 
College of Cardinale. In l6Sh be enter.d the dip10mtic eerric. ot the Vatican 
and eerved in South Aurica and any European count1-i.e. lfamed Apostolic 
Delegat. to ColuJlb1a 1n 1915, h. was _de Papal Blmcio to BruU in 1920, 
serving there until 1925. In 19.39 be visited the Un1ted State. and canada. 
lBlilurics Egan, "The lfew Pope and the World, ..... rican Review of Renews 
LtV (March 1922), p. 260. . -
19lbid. 
-
a 
others, though a very tew J which had spoken in the spring ot 1922, reiterated 
their confidence in Vatican policy. Although by this time Mussolini was in 
power and a reconcUiation between the Quirinal arxi the Vatican would have sur-
prised no one, there was no criticism of the possible entente.20 In June 1923 
The OUtlook backed its former opinions I "To transplant this stout northern 
----
mountaineer of known liberal sympathies to a Vatican imprisonment in the south 
for the rest of his lite would seem. to be a grim tate for him. and, for the 
Church, to put a bull in a china shop. Whether the independent Achille Ratti 
has already broken any conventional Vatican china no one knows with certainty. 
What is known is that he became indeperdent enough to have done some d8ll8g8 to 
the teelings ot reactionaries." The future needs fta mountaineer pope. It 
needs a man who has such strength-physical, mental, spiritual......u the present 
pope has. It needs a man of good sense such as the present pope •••• He 
numbers well-w1..shers allover the world. He may not have the aristocratic 
distinction, the shrewd astuteness I or the Simple piety of some ot his pre-
decessors, yet he may be, more than they would have been, the man tor the 
moment. ,,21 
More certain of the direction of the foreign policy of the Vatican after 
-
2O-rhe Pope had shown by the public benediction on the day of his election 
that he was open to some solution of the diplomatic void aDd both press am 
Italian people had recognized it as such a move. On January 6, 1923, the 
Commissioner of Rome paid an offioial call on the Cardinal Vicar. It was also 
the first time the head of the government could act without the approval of 
Parliament. 
21Elbert F. Baldwin, "! Mountaineer Pope", Il!!. Outlook CXXXIV (June 27, 
1923), pp. 260-261. 
9 
observing its oouree for two years, Current Opinion telt progress had been 
appreciable and still oontinued. Scoring Pius II" intransigenoe on matters 
of faith, the same journal yet emphaeised the "8)(iernis" of the Pope. He 
was considered an able statesman, the proof of his abUity in his amiable 
dealings with Russia and Ireland, his oensure of France for the occupation of 
the Ruhr alld her reparations demands, of Germny for her sabotage and passin 
resistance. Slowly Vatican prestige .... s being enhanced. 22 
The .!!! ~ Times, which gaTe the Vatican JJ¥)r8 editorial space than the 
other journals, also praised the statesllUUlship of the Pope after two years and 
comaended the modern effici.ne" oombined with the -rigidity of the ancient 
taith.-23 Departing from direct state_nt8 about the Pope, in March, the 
'fimes used the Pope IS eleTation ot two A_r1cans to the cardinalate for an 
edt torial on the war relief oftered by Americans to Europe's poor. Or it i-
cizing America's isolationism since the war, the editor felt that this 
country by her cooperation with other nationa, could prevent the need for 
cbarity.24 The Holy Year which opened Christmas 1924 was used as an argument 
tor the United states to enter the World Court. "The least we as a nation can 
do ••• is to stand betore the door of the World Court and 881': 'Aperite 
~ portas just1t1ae t .-2S 
22ftA statesman in the Vatican-, Current C>e1nionLIXVI (March 1924), pp. 
285-287. • . 
23rflnr York Times, Maroh 16, 1924, pt. 4, p. 5. 
--
24Ib1d., Ma.rch 26 1924, p. 18. Archbishops Hayes am Mundelein lien 
sUJlllloneO"'W Rome, JIlrc~ 6, 1924, to be elevated to the (;ara'\.nalate. 
25Ibid., DeceDber 28, 1924, p. 4. 
10 
In summary the papal election of February 6, 1922, received, on the whole, 
limited attention. Daily newspaper ad! torials made note of the eTent but Pia 
XI was for the most part ignored. Liberal papers like the Ration and the !!! 
Republ10 passed over the matter in silenoe while the Outlook praised the new 
pope's liberal tendenoies. Conservatives held hiHl to be conservative, liberals 
praised the viotory of the liberal papal faction, while those who trod the 
middle of the road hoped to .ee the Holy Father bring the two extremee to-
gether, at least in Italy, at most, in the other nations in which COJllllUlislIl, 
under its many titles and Fascism, under its many forma, struggled in post-war 
Europe. None critioised, all hoped. 80me feared, as did the Ohristian08ntu-
!l., but they teared the strength and wisdom of the new pope. 
CHAPTER II 
THE RISE OF TOTALITARIANISM 1922-1929 
The most pub1ici~ed and most discussed individual aspect of the reign of 
-
Pius XI was the signing of the Lateran Treaty on February 11, 1929. From the 
taking of Rome in 1810 b,y the Italian troops until the death of Pius IX, the 
Irelations between the Roly See and Italy continued unchanged. During the 
Pontificate of teo XIII certain negotiations were carried on between the two 
powers but the times were not favorable and anti-clericals waged an unremitting 
~ar on the Church. In 1903 Pius X ascended the Pontifical throne and for a 
brief while the situation was a trifle less strained. Despite certain privi-
leges granted to the Church, Freeroasonr,y became rampant and Socialism of the 
extreme type threatened the lives of the clergy. Benedict XV made known that 
he wished to see the solution of the Roman Question but it was left to Pius XI 
to take the opportunity offered and settle the problem.1 
Together with the firm decision of Pius XI to overcome all obstacles, the 
way was made easier for the agreement by certain events. Before 1922 no stable 
government existed in Italy with which to treat, and even if negotiations had 
1Benadict Williamson, ~ Treaty .2! ~ Lateran (London, 1929), pp. 19-22. 
Cf. D.!. Binchey. Church and State in Fascist itat .(Lorx:10n, 1941), N.C.W.C. 
Treaty and Concordat Between the Holl See aDd ta (Washington, 1929), W. 
Parsons;The !2E!. !!!!. ft§ (NeW York, 1929), Thomas E. Moore, Pater's City; 
(New YorkT'!930Y. . 
11 
12 
been carried to a conclusion, aqy one of the precariouslY placed ministries ot 
that period would certainlY have been overthrown for submitting a~ proposals 
for the solution ot the Roman Question to a Parliament dominated by and co0818-
ting in great part of Freemasons. None of the Italian governments prior to 
1922 recognized the fact that there was a Question to be solved as everything 
had been finally and irrevocablY settled by the Law of Guarantees.2 
other factors also smoothed the way. Cardinal Guparri had vast legal 
culture and diplomatic ability. He had drawn up a plan tor the solution of the 
problem during the war and entered into sem1-otficial negotiations with the 
two prime ministers of the Italian government, Orlando and Nitti, immediately 
atterward. Benedict XV had lUted the ~ expedit against Italian Catholics 
taking part in political lite and the ban against receiving the heads of so-
called Catholic countries in the Vatican atter th8.1 had visited the Qu1rinal, 
while Pius XI's blessing from the outer balcony was accepted with great favor 
b.f public opinion.) 
Benito Mussolini had made known his ambitions to heal the breach. "If", 
he declared, "the Vatican finally renounces its t_pora1 dreams" then Italy 
would provide all that the Church needed far the weltare of the people.4 
2Williamson, p. 25. 
3Luigi Sturzo, Church and State (New York, 1939), pp. 488-489. Sturzo 
(1871- ) vas the Italian Catholic priest who founded the People's Party. He 
ned trom Italy when it was dissolved by the Fascists in 1926 and came to the 
United States in 1940. Author of at least 17 books, he broadcast frequentlY 
to Italy during the war am returned to his homeland in 1946. 
bIbid, 
I 
13 
Leo XIII had been too close to the event. of 1870 to make such a renunciation 
but trom the time of Pius X tttemporal dreams" had been out of date.' 
Pius XI touched upon the trouble between the Church and Italy in his first 
ene,rclical of December 23, 1922, and expressed his protestation ftagainst such 
a condition of affairs, not througb vain and earthly ambition, for which we 
should blush, but ~ a pure debt of conscience, for the nature of the Church 
demands that the Holy See should be and appear indeperxtent and free of any 
human authority or law, even a law proclaiming papal guarantees. tt6 
. Por four yttars, from the ftMarch on Romeft in October 1922, to the end ot 
1926, the Roman Question was dropped from public discussion. The Fascist 
regime was consolidating i teelt as a totalitarian state. Secret negotiations 
between the Vatican and Mussolini, through able jurists on both sides, began 
in 1926 and lasted alJIlost three years. The Pope stipulated silence and the 
secret was so well kept that the Cardinals of the CUria and the diplomatic 
corps were surprised when the results were announced. 7 
Newspapers had advanced their opinions of Fascism, one even declared that 
the movement was "in reality little more than a cleverly cloaked clerical 
8 
organisation." The fact vas to be proved, it vas suggested, by the gilt ~ 
'Ibid. 
6ubi arcano Dei conaill0. December 23, 1922. l"or Latin text see Acta 
ApostolICae sedls""Y!V, December 27, 1922, pp. 673-700; for English, EncjCI!cal.s 
or-Pius II (Chicago, n.d.). 
---
7Sturzo, Church am State p. 489. --....... __ ................. 
8Christlan Science Monitor (Boston), Deqember 30, 1922, p. 24. Donovan 
Richard coliiucted the editorial page at this time, it was thoughttul but non-
cruaad lng. Noted for its ability to analyze in a long view major news develop-
Ments and interpret problems and trends, (Emery and Smith, P. 639). 
Musso1ini to the Vatican of the Chigi Library.9 When in NOvember 1923, King 
Alphonso of Spain went to Rome for the purpose of visiting the secular and 
religious governments, an editorial in the !!!.! ~ .... Ti_m8 __ s marked his success-
ful dealings and commented that he might also have advanced the good relations 
between his hosts.IO In April 1924 the Times drew out of the Pope's decision 
not to attend a dedication of the Knights of Columbus Welfare Building am the 
election which put Italian power entirely in Musso1ini's hands, a better chance 
than ever to heal the breach.ll 
Another article in December 1926 discussed the tension between the two 
powers in Italy ard Pope Pius I allocution to the College of Cardinals in which 
he deplored the Fascisti violence against the clergy and Catholic organizations I 
"With Musso1ini the state has taken on an absolute validity in itself. It is 
not a question of reconciling the claims of the individual and the state, but 
of taking it for granted that the state may make use of the individual for its 
own purposes without reference to his personal. value. The striking result has 
been that we firxi the Churoh agreeing with radical critics of the modern state 
as Leviathan ... 12 
9Ibid. 
-
lOsew York Times, November 25, 1923, pt. 2, p. 6. Pius XI had decided 
not to iiteii1"t'he dedication after his presence was expected. The ceremol'\Y 
had become associated in the public aind with the abandonment of seolusion. 
llIbid., April 13, 1924, pt. 9, p. 16. 
-
l~Ib¥., December 22, 1926, p. 20. Allocution took place December 20, 
1926. An allocution is a solemn address given to cardinals at a secret 
consistory. 
Two articles in 1928 referred to the situation in Rome. The first pointed 
out that "the Church wished to make Italians good Chriatians while the state 
sees in good Christians its best citizens,,,l.3 and the second realized that no 
open fight would break out between Church and state because both were playing 
"for bigger stakes.n14 
The actual signing of the Treaty and Concordat brought forth repercussions 
trom almost every journal without exception. Even those conservative enough 
to mention nothing about the election of Pius XI or aqr other of his moves, 
whether religious or political, gave their views on this issue. 
All agreed that the solution of the Roman Question marked a great his-
torica1 event, but also were in accord in their suspicion of the diplomatic 
results of such a rapprochement. The first to comment, atter the news bee 
been announced on February 7, was the !!!!! ~ Times which stated: "This 
peaceful adjustment of rival claims between Italy and the Vatican • • • must 
gratifY, on one hand, the dramatic instinct of Mussolini. On the other, it 
falls in with the policies held qy a wonderful religious organization which 
boasts it is fa thousand years the same'. The world will not witness an 
entire reversal of 1870 but a trash start in 1929 of the secular march of the 
l.3New !2!! Times, April 5, 1928, p. 12. 
14uMusso1ini and the Pope Seek Vital Accord", New York Times, April 22, 
1928, pt. 10. p. 3. Feature article by Times Rome correspondent, Edwin L. 
James. "From the Vatican point of view the Church has ceuturies behind it 
and centuries bAfore it and therefore its quarrels over education with this 
or that Italian. regime pale into insignificance beside the larger question 
of recognition of the Holy See as over and above all earthly power." 
16 
Roman catholic Church. ,,15 
Although much criticism vas directed toward the treaty, it vas pointed at 
the reawakened political strength of the Vatican rather than the nwral aspects 
of the treaty with a Fascist etate. The Christian Science Monitor remarked 
that although "in reality little material changen is noted, "diplomatically 
·the event has a tar-reaching importance. Whatever etforts are made to mini-
mize the new temporal status ot the Pope, it is certain that he pretends to 
much more than religious influence. He becomes the sovereign of a tiny state, 
and as such, mq claim to have ambassadors eYeryvhere and even sit among the 
powers at the League of Nations.n16 
More outspoken in its commentary is the I'fa.tions "The Act ot Conciliation 
••• will rank as one of the historic steps of the twentieth century. In our 
opinion, it is a step backward • • • it weakens the true spiritual power ot 
religion b.1 injecting one taportant branch ot Ohristendom into mundane po1i-
tics."17 In another article by Robert Dell, the same journal stated that the 
treaty proved once again that "the catholic Church is aboTe all an interna-
tio.nal political institution with a political policy ot its own • • • the most 
dangerous reactionary force in the modern world •••• The Pope himself 18 
the BIOSt absolute ot d ictatora and catholic is. like Faeci81ll is opposed to 
liberty on principle. It was inevitable that the,y should came +~gether sooner 
15New ~ Times, February 8, 1929, p. 22. 
16Chrlstian Science Monitor (Boston), February 11, 1929, p. 14. 
17nThe Vatican Settlement", ~ Nation CXXVIII (February 1929), p. 247. 
17 
or later. • • • The downfall of the Fascist regime would probably DOW be ac-
companied by an anti-Catholic movement in Italy. The papacy therefore must 
do all in its power to preserve the Fascist regime. ,,18 During February the 
Nation assaulted the Treaty a third time under the authorship of Adam D~s 
"Without doubt the prestige of the Vatican among all the powers will be lawr-
ed by this treaty and concordat. • • • hundreds of thousands of Italians w1l1 
not like it. The spirit of Cavour and Garibaldi and Mazzini is not dead in 
It~ and here MUasolini has done the very thing that Cavour--the father of 
Italian unification--opposed. Cavour stood for a tree church in a free state. 
Mussolini has set up two states--a Vatican state within the Italian state.n19 
The Christian Science Monitor accused MUssolini of working with the 
Church "to achieve his ambition of establishing a united Italy as a greater 
World powern20 while the Louisville Oourier-Journal predicted that Rwhatever 
effect this diplomatic agreement and concordat may have upon the future ot 
Italy, it will hardly promote the interests of the Catholic Church in non-
Catholic countries.,,2l Another southern newspaper judged the relationship of 
church and state in Italy on the basis of the American ideal and found it 
wanting. The Birmingham, Alabama. !!!! printed. OJ tree Church in a free 
state--this is the ideal that has baen set up and maintained in these United 
18Robert Dell, "The Papal-Fascist Alliance", The Nation CXXVIII (February 
1929), pp. 368-370. ---
19Adam Day, "The Pope and Musso1ini", The Nation CXXVIII (February 1929), 
p. 221. ---
20"Rome Makes Peace With Rome", Literary Digest C (February 1929), pp. 1-9. 
21Ibid • 
-
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States by Protestant, Catholic am Jew alike. Irrespective of religious faith, 
this is the polie.y to which all Americans capable of appreciating their coun-
try's laws and resolved to defend the institutions built up under those laws 
unreservedly subscribe.,,22 
In the !!! Republic Hiram Motherwell dwelt on the "double diplomacy" of 
the. Vatican. Protestants felt that there was something wrong with the Church 
"pl~ing politics" and "driving bargains" but it was simply" a consequence of 
having existence in the material world.23 "This duality goes toward explaining 
why Pius XI aM Mussolini can be in direct and open disagreement concerning 
essential questions dealt with in the treaty and concordat, without impairing 
their validity.,,24 An example of this duality, Motherwell explained, was the 
Pope's yielding in actuality to the incorporation of the Catholic Boy Scouts 
in the Fascist Balilla while theoretically he opposed it. "He was quite 
willing to do it because he ~ to, but he would never admit that he was doing 
it because he ought tOe,,2, In conclusion the writer offered this opinion I 
"Both sides benefit from the bargain. Which has profited the more cannot be 
determined ••• }lussolini is certainly obtaining present advantages. The 
Church can afford to wait •••• the two parties can continue to debate the 
22"Rome Makes Peace With Rome", Birmingham, Alabama News in L1term 
Digest, p. 9. -
23Hiram Motherwell, °!o!ussolini and the Pope'·, New Re=iC LIX (Jul¥ 24, 
1929), pp. 250.251. Motherwell was writer and lecturer, ~pean correspondent 
of the Chicago Dagy News J one of first to oppose fascism. The New Republic, 
under Bruce Bliven, wii'S'harp-spoken foe of anything fascistic i'il'tei'idency. 
24Ibid • 
-
2'Ibid. 
-
theoretical questions hotly as they like without affecting the practical 
validity and usefulness of the agreement. n26 
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The ~~ York Times was the most prolific on the issue, and if a little 
-- ...... ---
wary, was still the most in favor of the agreement. Asserting in an editorial 
that Pius and Mussolini were aided by the opportune moment for such an agree-
ment, it pointed out that the first was unhindered by Parliamentary entangle-
ments or political preoccupations in his position as dictator and that both 
man were disrespectful of human" criticism, of firm mind and ready decision. 
"Italylt, students of the situation said "owes them both a great debt. ,,27 A 
second article in April lauded the HolY Father for his acceptance of the 
responsibUity for the treaty, for his learning, patience, am labor.28 
Two examples were apparent in which criticisms were directed at the 
Vatican for signing a pact with a totalitarian state. The Nation ?-1luded to 
the "religious sanction" that was given to a "regime which exalts the suppres-
sion of human liberty and the perpetuation of war between nattons. n29 The 
Christian Science Monitor felt it obvious that "the Vatican puts itself' in 
peril of being suspected as being an instrument of Fascist imperialism. ".30 
27 "Settlement Gives Pope and Mussolini Place in History", !!! ~ Tima, 
Februa17 10, 1929, pt. 3, p. 1. 
28"The Pope of the Conciliation", New York T1raes, April 7, 1929, pt. 5, 
p.3. --
29HThe Vatican Settlement", ~ Nation CXXVIII (February 1929), p. 247. 
3°Christian Science Monitor (Boston), FebruaI7 11, 1929, p. 14. 
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The Times also carried articles by C'raetano Salvemini, Carleton J. H. 
Hayes, and Pertinax, a well .... known French journalist, who gave their opinions of 
the agreement.)1 Salvemini criticized the treaty on Mussolini's part and 
believed that it showed his lack of support and his need of the Church. The 
intellectuals in Italy, Salvemini held, would be in an uproar over the event 
even though they would not speak for fear of punishment. Because the treaty 
was written only between the Pope and the Premier am not decided by the people 
of Italy, when the Fascist government would fall, Salvamini believed the treaty 
would no longer hold.)2 
Carleton Hayes praised the Vatican-Italian accord as a great forward step 
toward internationalism and the maintenance of peace. He co ngratula ted 
Musso1ini tor being "the first Italian statesman who has had the daring and 
courage to depart from the traditional polia.r of the Italian government and 
to settle the Papal Question.")) Hayes credited Mtlssolini's rise to power as 
the "expression of a great and widespread will of the Italian people.nl4 
31Salvemini (1873 - ) was noted as an Italian historian and political 
writer, one ot the leading anti-fascists who escaped from Italy and lectured 
and wrote in the United States during the war. Hayes (1882 - ) vas Professor 
of hlstar,y at Columbia University until 1950. He was appointed ambassador to 
Spain in 1942 by President Roosevelt and remained for the duration of the war. 
Pertinax (1882 - ) was a pseudo1'\YD1 for Andre Oeraud a French writer, who was 
London correspoment for the Echo de Paris (1908-1914), its foreign editor 
(1917-1938), editor 0.1 L'Europe Nouvelle (1938-1940), contributed to the New 
~_ Times, Baltimore Sun, 'orotIC illa1rs (New York), am was diplomat1c-
corraspoMent for the worth Ililer can I8wspaper Alliance. 
32New ~Times, FebrUArY 24, 1929, p. 25. 
l3ThW., March 8, 1929, p. 3. 
-
34Ibid • 
-
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A V8I:"Y sympathetic view, am at the same time a strong defense ot the 
Pope'snegotiations vas offered b.1 Pertinax in a feature article. The follow-
ing is an excerpt irom his report I 
It has been said abroad tha t the Pope and hi s principal 
advisor had really made a pact with Fascism am had been attrac-
ted all along with the prospect of joining hands with suoh a 
victorious regime. Nothing could be larther from the truth. 
Cardinal GaBparri was always understood to have shared in the 
outlook and leelings of the popular party otDon Sturzo which 
was dispersed and suppressed by the dictator like other opposi ... 
tien groups. • • • At all times the Church, which is a super-
natural power, or perhaps an 1mper1al power (in a supernatural 
sense) adheres to its rule not to disoriminate between the 
various forms of government in existence, provided they do not 
run counter to JaOrals am civilization. 
Some critics hold that he nevertheless ought to have re-
mained immoveable in the determination not to have anything 
to do with the Italian power and should not have budged an 
inch from his predecessors' claim to the canplete rest1t.ution 
of the old pontifical territory. 
The Pope answers these accusations. "We no longer live 
in 1870. We must try to bring our ideas and conceptions up 
to date. What the future holds in store, I don't protess to 
know. There would be scarcely any optimism left in the wrld 
if' it were given to men to toresee coming develoJD8nts. A8 
tor IIIl'seU', I am an optimist aod I am var:! vell pleased with 
the decision I have come to.-''> 
All~lt~"fl" hostile attack was adTanced by' Carlo storza on Pius XI and hi8 
decision. He described the Pontitt as "hostile to ideas ot liberty •••• 
afraid of lite. He [Pius] believed that a good treaty, drawn up in the tradi. 
tional tom, would be better. "36 When advisors pointed out that it was 
3S"Wby the Pope Chose to Sign the Concordat", Hew York Times, March 31, 
1929, pt. 9, p. 4. - -
36oarl0 Storza, "The Present Pope's Attitude Toward Liberalism", Current 
HisW17 (March 1930), pp. 1084-1085. Storza (1871 - 19S2) was an Italian 
diplomat, etatesman, and author. He tIed from Ital3" in 1926 and O8IIle to the 
United States in 1940 where he wrote and lectured extensively. He returned 
to Italy after the armistice and entered the Badoglio-Togl1atti cabinet at 
the urging of the Allies. 
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dangerous to deal with demogogues, he answered: !II know. but at least they 
do not believe in the fetishes of liberalism."37 Sforza accused the Pope of 
destroying the Popular Party in Italy and being responsible for the Catholic 
Center in Germarw abandoning the Socialists and allying itself with the 
nationalistic and militaristic right. In Spain he strove against Christian 
democratic movements while in Belgium the Union Catholiq.ue was imposed on 
Catholics which sacrificed the claims of the democrats from Flanders to the 
conservative elements. Sforza concluded with this bitter comment J If No 
Freemasons, no Volt&irians, ever worked so successtul1;y for future violence 
in the religious field as did the Vatican in the first months of 1929."38 
Although a theoretical agreement had been reached. it was inevitable that 
the two powers, spiritual and temporal, should clash, especial3¥ in their youth 
organizations. From March 1931 onwards, there were armed Fascist attacks on 
Catholic clubs and assaults on processions, on people coming out of churchJ 
)"oung men ware 'WOunded, priests molested and banners torn while the press fran-
tically demamed that the Catholic clubs be closed)9 When Quadrasesimo ~ 
vas issued Ms.y 15, 1931, proclaiming the social rights of men, the Fascists 
37Ibid. 
-
39A number of }res a stories were carried by the New York Times on these 
anti-Catholic riots created by Fa8CUt students, Ha,y 21, i931, p. 1; Ma\Y 28, 
1931, p. 1, cover Musso1ini t s order tor the dissolution of the Catholic Action 
am the closing by the pollee of the catholic clubs financed by the American 
Knights of Columbus. Plus pla<*i Catholic Action under direct tutalage of the 
b1shc\ps :M!w 31, 1931, p.2. Daily during June, Jul;y and August articles were 
carried on the problem. The final settlement vas covered September 3, 1931, 
p. 1 and September 4, 1931, p. 9. 
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retaliated ~ closing the clubs and seizing their equipment.40 
During this period of tension Arnaldo Cortesi observed in Current Riston. 
"Probably neither the Vatican nor the Italian government is displeased that 
some reason of dissension has cropped up between them. It is in the interest 
of neither to give the world the impression that the two are too much hand in 
glove. tt41 
~ abbiamo bisagno was issued by the Pope on June 29, 1931.42 Special 
messengers carried copies to be printed abroad to escape its seizure by the 
Fascists. In this enc.yclical Pius XI ope~ condemned the Fascist theor,y of 
the state as the end of the individual, deplored the ill treatment of the 
Catholic youth organizations and defended them from the charge of seeking to 
engage in politics, he recognized the distressing position of the faithful 
forced to take the Fascist oath and declared authoritatively that "such an 
oath can be tolerated only on condition that each individual in taking it 
shall do so with the intent of reserving the rights of God and conscience-a 
reservation that must be openly expressed if necessity arises, to remove aqy 
ambiguity of profession of faith and respect of Catholic morality.,,43 
40sturzo , Church and State, p. 491. For Latin text of encyclical, A.A.S. 
IXIII, June 1, 1931, pp. 177-208. English text, !!!!.2!:!. Times, May 31, 1931, 
pp. 1-3. 
41Arnaldo Cortesi, !tItaly and the Vat'ican in Conflict over Lateran treat-
ies n, Current History XXX (September 1929), p. 1014. 
1931.~~~n285~!~ ~ifSh't;:~1;iro~~3i;bl!:t~V~~(J!i:·i93i3!I;~.J~,~: 
There was no particular comment from the secUlar press on this encyclical. . 
43Sturzo, Church ~ State, p. 491. 
The dispute was finally settled by an agreement between the two powers. 
~he government allowed the catholic clubs to reopen, gave back the sequestered 
equipment and agreed not to oppose the activity of Catholic Action in general 
and the youth movement 1n particular. The Vatican modified the national char-
acter of these organizations and accentuated their diocesan characterJ they 
would carry no banner except the national flag and processions and public 
demonstrations would be avoided, in order to remove any impression of wishing 
to compete with the Fascist youth organizations.44 
On this solution the editor of the New York Times commenteds 
--
No other than a peaceful solution was to be expected •••• 
For Mus801ini a real war with the Church is unthinkable because 
his reasons for agreement with the Vatican are maqy •••• 
Mussolini has spoken out and acted against the ultra fashions 
in dress, speech and amusements, which have provoked the censure 
of the Church. Upon one salient modern question, b1rth-control, 
Fascism and the Churoh are in hearty accord. Mussolini's plans 
for a densely populated Italy are by way of being realized. On 
the question of labor in the modern state there is also much in 
common between the Church's teaching of the mutual responsibility 
of employer and workingman and the Fascist ideal of the Corporate 
State imposing its will on capital and labor. • • • it is not dif. 
ficult to urxterstand why al\Y flare-up of hostUity between the 
two is apt to pass oft without serious consequences.45 
The Roman Question was solved and the Pope was theoretically no longer 
a prisoner. The move was eyed suspiciously and criticized on all sides by 
those who spoke. Only the Times was at all in sympatb¥ with the motives of 
the Vatican. The future had to prove the outcome of the h.l.f'toric act. 
44sturzo, Church ~ State, p. 491. 
4SNeW~ Times, September 1, 1931, p. 22. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CARE OF THE UNIVERSAL CHURCH 
During the seventeen long years of his pontificate Pope Pius XI took" 
perhaps, a greater part in political life and held a more influential position 
as a leader in temporal affairs than aqr other pope of the last centuries. 
But the efforts he made toward a new social order stirred more comment and 
marshalled more foes than all of the concordats he signed or communists he 
condemned. Militant Catholics like Michael Williams and Father John A. O'Brien 
were kept busy during these years defending the Church's pronouncements on the 
sanctity of marriage, the evils of birth-control and the ideals of true educa-
tion, as well as her vigorous views on labor and management" censorship of 
movies and church unity. 
An early encyclical, !!!!!. Nostra" urged men and women to adopt a more 
holy way of Christian life qy making an annual closed retreat.l Even Henry L. 
Mencken thought this was a good idea and used it as the subjeot of one of his 
columns in the American Merc,&, "The most depraved and evil man ••• emerges 
from that retirement visibly renovated and improved. Not only is his skin 
pinker than it wasJ his soul is pinker too. n2 
lMans Nostra, December 20, 1929. Acta AnstOlicae Sedis XXI, December 31" 
1929, pp. 689-765; English translation,-natho cHina XXVIII, February 8, 1930, 
pp. 41-58. 
2a.t. Mencken, "A Way of Escape", American Mercurz XX (~ 1930), p. 281. 
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The quest.ion of extreme nationalism and monarchism in France posed a 
weighty problem. In efforts to promote reconciliation after the war, Pius XI 
had appealed to Catholics ever,ywhere to dispense with bitterness towards other 
countries and to promote works of Charity which would bring the nations into 
closer contact. But in France particularly, there were tendencies among 
certain Catholic nationalists not to heed his appeals. The condition was 
greatly complicated by the divisions which had run through France in pre-'mn-
years, when the champions of the Republic had been openly anti-Catholic and 
proclaimed the Church their implacable enemy. The older generation had been 
convinced that that Republic would alw~s continue to persecute the Church as 
it had done since 1789 and that only a return to the monarcqy would insure 
religious freedom. In the general reaction against parliamentary government 
which followed the war, the neo-royalist Action Francaise, a political movement 
which closely reDembled fascism had greatly increased in numbers particularly 
among the younger people. But its methods and its doctrine involved two grave 
objections from the standpoint of the Vatican. In the first place, it began to 
exploit its religious ~pathies for the purposes of party propaganda to such 
a degree that in many places it was directly associating with the processions 
in the pai-ishes. Secondly, its leaders, Charles Maurras and Leon Daudet, were 
implacably committed to emuity towards Germany in direct disregard of the 
peaceful admonitions of the Pope.) 
The influence of Action Francaiae spread rapidly in universities and semi-
3Denis Gwynn, .!!:.! Vatican !!!! ~ ~ ~ Europe (London, n.d.), pp. 121-
123. For another thorough background for the study seel Adrien Dansett, 
Histoire Relisieuse ~ !:. France contemporains (Paris, 1951), pp. 563-613 •. 
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narias until the clergy appealed to Rome against the use of the Church for po-
litical purposes. In spite of the fact that condemning the movement would mean 
alienation of both old and young, Pius XI did not hesitate. The condemnation 
was at first issued in an informal. manner, through the Bishop of Bordeaux. 
However, when the leaders adopted an attitude of defiance, the Pope intervened 
personall1'.4 The atfair reached bitter heights during the next several years.' 
On the occasion ot the jubUee celebration of Cardinal Dubois of Paris 
in September, 1929, the Pope pronounced Action Francaise should henceforth be 
regarded as heresy. The _mbers had been excommunicated in 1926.6 
The Catholic World paid tribute to Pius XI tor his action in condemning 
the l'renoh monarob1ats and approving the peace policy ot the ~nch government 
4llwyDn, p. 123. 
SActlon Francaise 11&8 a political 1'IlOvement bent on overthrowing by al\1 
Dl8ans, the republican regime. Its leader, Charles Maurras, was an admitted 
agnostic but he extolled the Catholic Church because ot the strong social 
spirit and prinCiple of authority. . Maurras' .Uitant orthodoxy in the news-
paper Action 1rancaise delighted the " integrists " , the extreme anti-modernist 
wing who were more CatholiC than the Church. Some bishops who were neither 
royalists or integruta noted with growing alarm the inn_nee of the organ-
1ntion and the paper am it was reported to Pius X. Circumstances prevented 
either Pius X or Benedict XV from doing al\1thing of a definite nature but on 
August 23, 1926, cardinal Andrieu, Archbishop ot Bordeaux .. condemned the 
movement publicly and vas congratulated by' Pius XI. The Pope had studied the 
paper ot Maurru tor months previowrly. A papal decree was published December 
29, 1926 comemning JDOat ot the works of Maurras aI¥.l his paper, Action 
Francaise. Because JDal\1 still justified the use ot the journal. the Pope, on 
ll&i=ch 8, 1927, put 8I\Y promoters of the DlOTeII8nt under pain ot uCOJIDIlUD.ication 
and ordered priests to withold absolution trom tho.. who retuaed to submit. 
(Charles L. Souvay, "The Catholic Church in Contemporary Francen.. catholic 
Historical Review XVIII, July 1932, pp. 20$-228.) 
6New York Timea, September 14 .. 1929, p. 3. 
- ------
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and emphasized its deep repercussions in France and America, where marw had 
been awakened to the dangers of the intense nationalism by theoondemnation, 
who had not realized them before. 7 In 811pporting the republioans against the 
extremist policies of the monarchists the Holy Father had sUently oontest.ed 
the aocusation of being a fascist a,ympathizer. 
Failing to indicate the religious ramifioations of the eondenu~tion. 
Arnold Wh1tridge described the character of Gharlas Maurras t "He is always 
arguing fora system and never for a personality. He can ohampion the Catholic 
Chureh without believing in Chriat a.nd beean wax eloquent over the idea ot a 
moDarcl\1 without stopping to consider the qualifications of the claimant to th$ 
throne •••• A radical reactionar;r. a philosopher, a poet, and the very prince 
ot debators. Long..,. he fiourlsh-a delight of lovers ot literature the world 
over s'1d in Frart.oe a tbDrn in the tlesh of all those who haw made up their 
ainds that whatever is is right_Ita 
!hat the aetion taken against the organisation vas laid to lIliaWomat1on 
on the part of the Pope in the begirming, was the opinion of an article 1n the 
National Review. Afterwards the journalist felt it was due to a pro-German 
attitude and he praised both Haurras ard Daudet as loyal Frenehm.en.9 
Denis Gwynn remarked in the ~erly Review on the slight attention given 
7 Jules Bois, "The Spiritual Tragedy in France It , catholic World mv 
(August 1927), pp. 588-597. 
8unold Whitridge, "Charles Maurras lt , The North American aa\"iev oonnI 
(June 1926)1 pp_ 333-334. ---.. 
9Pol110, "'1'he Vatican lle-enters Politics", National. Review IO (November 
1927), pp. 453-461. _. 
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the censure of Action Franeaise "considering the very important repereussions 
which it had upon the international relations of France.nlO He ronsidered too 
condemnation t,O have international. interest because Maurras and the extreme 
rightists had dominated the foreign policy- of France am were chiefly responsi. 
ble for urging the occupation of the Ruhr, denouncing a reeoneil1ation nth 
Ger.many, and hampering peaceful action at tocarno. Agreeing "dth the aOCO't1.nt 
in the Catholic World, OW;rnn also felt the public withdrawal of' the fictitious 
support of the Church to such a group was of' considerab18 importance, inasmuch 
as it would no longer be automatioal~ identified with such a political move-
ment ot extremist measures. U 
Declining to take a side in the quarrel" Sisley Huid1eston n.eV'8'rtheless 
thought the Pope's action was too important to be passed over, ca.lling it 
"somewhat surprising a..'ld extremely- interesting. tt12 Be questioned the placing 
ot a newspaper on the Index because he felt it was merely a political organ. 
"l'reneh catholics are divided. Many of them do not admit Papal authority in 
politics. They will continue to read the newspaper and publicly' reaffirm tl'J!1r 
fidelity to the royalist organization. There are indeed signs tha.t the Vatican 
has lost much ground in France and has gi van an impetus to the idea. of So Gallic 
Cbureh."1.3 
lOoenis Gwynn, "The Pope and the Action Franea,ise" J Qua.rter~ Review CCL 
(Janu.ary 1928), pp. 96-112. 
llIb:ld., p. ill. 
-
12Sisley Huddleston, "French Nationalism and the Vatieantt , The New states-
man nvIII (February 12, 1927), pp. $29-5.31. --
l.3Ibid. 
-
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Evidently then the American press paid little attention to the disturbance 
caused in France over the condemnation of the monarchical organization, how-
ever, those correspondents who fully understood the repercussions felt that it 
was a noteworthy move for the papacy with important results for France. 
The encyclical on education, Divini Ililus Magistri, issued in December, 
1929, did not proclaim any new doctrines but thoroughly presented the entire 
Catholic view and discipline on the subject of education.14 At the outset, the 
Pope laid down the proposition that the character of education is determined 
by man's ultimate end. Since this end is spiritual and supernatural, the main 
function of education is to teach the truths and ways of religion and morals. 
To the Catholic Church has been committed the task of directing souls along 
this way of life. Hence education belongs pre-emlnently to the Church. Next 
in importance come the parents. Neither the child nor the adult exists for the 
state. In this connection the Pope quoted the dictum of the Supreme Court in 
the Oregon private school cases. "The child is not the mere creature of the 
state, those who nurture him and direct his destiqy have the right, coupled 
with high duty, to recognize this fact and prepare him for additional obli-
gation.1I15 This is an implicit, but a fairly clear, recognition that the 
educative right of the parents is superior to that of the state. The Holy 
Father did not condemn co-education and sex education outright in all circum-
14Divini Illius Magistri. December 31, 1929. A.A.S. XXII, February 22, 
1930, pp. L9~6J English translation, Catholic Educational Review XXVIII 
(March 1930), pp. 129-164. --
15John A. O'Brien, "The Pope's Encycli cal on Education", Current History 
XXXI (March 1930), pp. 1081-1104. 
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stances. Instead he stressed the folly of assuming that mere knowledge will 
effectively safe~Jard chastity and the fallacY of ignoring differences of sex 
in courses of instruction. His condemnatiOtl of neutral or lay schools applied 
mainly to certain countries in Europe.16 
Immediately opinions were made known on the subject, expecially controver-
sial for Americans. 
The Pope's ena.yclical sounds a note that will startle Americans 
for it assails an institution dearest to them--the public school--
without Trlhich it is hardly conceivable that democracy could long 
exist. As was said only yesterday by a critical authority, despite 
its shortcomings and mistakes the public school has "already con-
tributed to society more than all other agencies combined." Under 
its tuitions not only are the elemental lessons which the race has 
learned taught to children of diverse traditions, racial qualities 
e.nd religious beliefs but these children have been prepared to live 
together as citizens in a self-governing State. If the declaration 
of the encyclical were scrupulously obe,yed b,y those to whom it is 
addressed, the public school would be emptied of all its Catholic 
pupils except as the bishop in his discretion, in special circum-
stances may permit them to remain. • • • If other churches were 
to make like claim--that is, that the educative mission belongs 
preeminently to them for their children--a.nd were to lay like 
inhibitions, the very foundations of this Republic would be dis-
turbed. 
Probably the Pontiff had Italy specially in mind but his 
encyclical is addressed to the world and must be assumed to have 
the same authority here in his Church. One wonders whether he, 
with all his wisdom, does not know with what civic fervor Catho-
lics and Protestants, Jews and Gentiles alike unite to support 
what he calls "neutral" or "mixed" schools. One outstanding 
illustration of the championing of the public school by a Catholic 
is the former Governor Smith's official and personal aggressive 
interest in the public schools of this State. It is a matter of 
common knowledge that no governor in recent times haa done more in 
their behalf or has had a more intelligent and persistent concern 
for their betterment. • • • NO claim is made here that the child 
160fBrien, "The Pope's Encyclical on Education", pp. 1087-1104. For 
other Catholic commentaries see Tablet CLVI (rroverober 15, 1930), pp. 649-6$0) 
America XLIV (November 22, 1930), p. 151. 
exists for the State: but the State for the child's sake in man-
hood and womanhood and for its own sake must see that every child 
has an opportunity to be "maximumly competent" according to its 
gifts. As Emerson said I "To make the viae man the state exists, It 
and that menas to help make each capable of his highest wisdom, 
working through the f~ily and with the spiritual agencies exist-
ing within the State.17 
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In an editorial the ~ Republic cautiously praised the encyclical,call. 
ing it I1vigorous, logical, dignified" ••• conveying na compelling atmosphere 
of faith." The author divided the document into two parts, one, the high moral 
principles to which educators of the world could subscribe, am the other, 
arguments against the liberal idea of education, opposition to sex instruction 
and coeducation and the censorship of books, radio am the theatre for the 
young. The article felt there was nothing "to disturb the American State, 
• • • no dangerous connict between the Catholic Church and the American Staten 
revealed. But with a hint of censure for any form of restraint the liberal 
art.icle remarked in conclusion that beneath the ideas expressed, 11es that 
"spirit of Catholic puritanism" which is otten no less hostile than is the 
Calvinistic puritanism with which it sometimes cooperates.18 
H~ood Broun used the proclamation on education as the subject of his 
column in the Nation. He felt that the Pope was not familiar enough with 
American school conditions and if he were, he would not have spoken so harshl.:~ 
against them.l9 He compared coeducation in the United States with bloomers in 
17New ~ Times, January 30, 1930, p. 22. 
18"The Pope's Encyclical", ~ Republic LXI (January 29, 1930), p. 265. 
19Heywood Broun, "It Seems to Heywood Brounn, The Nation CXXX (January 
1930), p. 91. Broun was not a Catholic at this time although he joined the 
church not long afterward. 
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Italy and stated that coeducation was L,llporla.nt and necessary. rtThe Pope, to 
be sure, is interested chiefly in the sort of education which will promote 
allegia.nce and fidelity to the Church uhich he leads. Yet even adrnitting this, 
it seams the Pontiff has some misconceptions and that the educational theories 
which he attacks constitute no danger whatsoever to the faith which he up-
holds."2l 
Another aTticle in the New ~ Times again praised the Pope's ideas but 
then bristled at the condemnation of the publie schools s 
Marw of.' the sentiments l-Thich he expressed on this subject 
are admirable and lofty and would be aocepted by grea t multitudes 
that are not Catholics. But the Popels attitude toward public 
schools was not misrepresented in what was telegraphed a week ago. 
Indeed, his whole thought on the subject of education by the state 
appears to be even more pronounced againSt American ideals and 
praotice than was indicated by the fragmonts of the encyclical 
first cabled. The Pope supports the plea that justice would re-
quire "subsidies" from the State to support parochial schools. 
Furthermore, he declares that "tor a school to be acceptable it 
is necessar,y that the whole teaching and organization of the 
school, namely the teachers, the curriculum, and the books be 
governed by the Christian spirit under the maternal direction 
and vigilance of the Church." It is only necessary to add that 
this can never be in Ameri~, until America oeases to be what it 
has always been until now. 
Having been accused of being totally at variance with the traditional 
system, the Catholic philosophy of education was called Bubversive to democra-
tic institutions Qy Leo Lehmann in the ~ Republic. He particularly condemned 
the Church's denial of the inherent right of the state to teach.23 
21Ibid • 
-
22New ~ Times, January 20, 1930, p. 20. 
2lr.ahmann, pp. 165-168. 
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The international situation was again touched by the Holy Father as on 
Christmas, 1930, the Pope uttered fta welcome and timely word" which was hailed 
by the Times as especially needtul in the distressed world, hardly recovered 
from the last war and yet tottering on the verge of another. The editorial 
observed: "The Pope did not speak merely as a religious leader, stUl less 
as only a sentimentalist •••• he condemned a proud and insensate nationalism 
which kept a country aloof from suoh noble etforts to maintain peace and good 
will on earth. If this saying looks toward Ita1y or France, we cannot deny 
it also looks toward the United States." This utterance qy the Pontiff was 
timely not only because it fell upon the natal day of the Prince of Peace. It 
comas as a sober correction for pred ictions of war which have been growing in 
vOlume.24 
When the encyclical on Christian marriage, the sanctity of family life 
and the evils of birth control and divorce was announced to the world, a sub-
ject which had been the basis for heated debate tor a decade was even more 
thoroughly rek1ndled.25 Although upheld stoutly and delended qy Catholic 
spokesmen everywhere, the issues were contested violently especially that of 
birth control. The!!! ~ .T_jme_. _s kept itself above the struggle but justified 
its sacrifice of space to the publication of the complete encyclical by scoring 
the importance of such a letter •••• "even enthusiastic eugenists must admit 
the possibility that in a hundred years or more their theories will have proved 
24NewYork Times, Deoember 26, 1930, p. 12. 
----....... 
25Casti connubii. December 31, 1930. Latin text, A.A.S. XXII, December 
31, 1930, pp. 539-592, English translation, Catholic !!!!!2. XXIX (January 22, 
1939), pp. 21-64. 
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inadeo..llate, so that then more plausibility and force may be seen in the views 
expressed today by the Holy See of Rome. "26 
Father Ryan explained the moral teaching of the enoyclical in the American 
Ecclesiastical Review: 
Conjugal love is that disinterested supernatural affection 
whose object is the good of the other party, not the aggrandize-
ment or satisfaction of self. Wives should obey their husbands 
but their reasonable liberty is not thereby destroyed. The wife's 
duties to children, husband and family come before all other con .. 
siderations. 
Atter denouncing marital unions which are temporary or com-
panionate, His Holiness proceeds to treat the subject of birth 
control. The traditional dootrine that all contraceptive methods 
are wrong because they involve frustration of the marital act, is 
reasserted in terms that cannot possibly be misunderstood. No 
consideration of consequence or circumstances oan I;Il8ke this act 
morally lawful. It is wrong in itself, always and everywhere.21 
Against this teaching Mencken complained in the American Hercu;Y that the 
war was unfair and rid iculous, having been based on theological postulates that 
no educated man could conceivably accept. He aocused the Church of grounding 
its case upon a dogmatism that is offensive to every intellectual deoenc.y and 
of denouncing its opponents as mere vo1uptuaries.28 
That the encyclical spoke out on the eduoation of youth, the necessity of 
patriotism, the duties and obligations of legislators and magistrates was com-
26New !2!! Times, January 10, 1931, p. 4. 
27John A. Ryan, "The Moral Teaching of the Encyclical", American Ecclesi-
astical Review LXXXIV (March 1931), pp. 264-211. Cf. W. I. Lonergan, "Christian 
taea! of Marriageff, America XLIV (January 24, 1931), pp. 379-381J Editorial, 
Catholio World CXXXI~ 1931), pp. 612-621J "Rome Has Spoken", Common-
wea! XIII (January 14, 1931), p. 283, for other Catholic views on the encycl{-
oa!. 
2B:Mencken, American Mercury XXI (September 1930), p. 34. 
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pletel: overlooked by the !!! Republic as a series of articles tossed this 
problem of the use of contraceptives back and forth.29 Patrick J. Ward pre-
pared an article for this journal before the enc,yclical was issued which oon-
tained the same doctrine and the same explanations that the Pope reiterated in 
1931. He explained clearly and intelligently the differenoe between limiting 
the family artificially or doing so by abstinence and continence. He pointed 
out that social problems should be adjusted to fit the people, not the people 
to the problem.)O 
With an editorial in the same issue, a reply was given to the ~oderate·, 
"intelligent", and "sound" statement of the case given by Mr. Ward, and whole-
hearted opposition by the .!!! Republic was orfered the Catholic Church as well 
as any other group who opposed birth control. The article used the historic 
argument that overpopulation and urnoestricted breeding would end the human 
race, that abstinence and continence cause "psychic disorders. If The Church 
was censured in the same article for having to back the admonitions of its 
priests with the law, the legislation against birth control literature is 
compared to that of prohibition, an attempt to improve peoples' morals by law, 
which was a policy bitterly opposed by Catholics. Now they were attempting the 
same means for which Protestants were criticized.)l 
29New Republic LXXVII (February 7, 1934), p. 367; (January 17, 1934), pp. 
269-272, LXXIX (June 13, 1934), p. 129, LXIX (September 5, 1934), pp. 98-100. 
)°Pat.rick J. Ward, "The Catholics and Birth Control", New RepUblic LIX 
(Ma¥ 29, 1929), pp. 35-38. - . 
31"In Reply to Mr. Ward", !!!! Republic tIl (May 29, 1929), pp. 32-33. 
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In answer to the editorial Mr. Ward declared that two children apiece 
were not enough for the continuation ot the species, that sexual abstinence 
was not mentally harmful but that psychiatrists could prove that contraception 
was, that catholics did not put laws against birth control in the legislation 
as it then stood and that there was no moral comparison between prohibition 
and birth control.32 
Again using social consequences as a reason tor placing an artitical 
limitation on tamilies, Henry Pratt Fairchild criticized the Pope for having 
expressed Utender regard tor the wite who risks health and lite in unrestrained 
child bearing and who experiences great hardship in rearing her children in 
poverty, It yet does not praise "those parents who avoid such extremes by the 
exercise ot prudent selt-control.,,:33 He cOJllpared the Pope's "way ot nature" 
to the allowing ot teeth to dec~ and traced the evils ot war, crime, disease 
and poverty to overpopulation.34 
In the same journal the case is discussed b.Y .Ouy Irving Burch who named 
the problem a dilemma tor Catholics and felt the dangers of r~hm to be much 
greater used promiscuously than those ot contraceptives carefully guarded by 
selected doctors.3S 
32New RepUblic LIl (May 29, 1929), p. 235. 
)3Henry Pratt Fairchild, "What Does the Pope Want 1t1 !!!! RepubliC (January 
28, 1931), pp. 292-294. 
34Ibid • 
-
350uy- Irving Burch, "Catholics on Birth Control", New Republic LXXX 
(September 5, 1934), pp. 98-100. -
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The American Mercury scoffed at the "rhythm" method as an effective move 
dictated b.1 the failure of its birth control polie,r. "Here is a olear case ot 
an attempted compromise with birth control without yielding to "artificfal' 
measures of contraception. n36 
"The Catholic attitude • • • had helped rather than hindered the movement. 
Non-Catholics have resented the Church's seeking to inflict its moral code up-
on them. They have resented the Catholic priesthood, itself celibate, setting 
up standards of sex relations in marriage for non-Catholics," stated Lehmann in 
the !!! Republic of December, 1939.37 
Catholic opposition to the mailing of contraceptive literature was criti-
cized in the same article as well as in the Nation, which demanded the passage 
of the birth control bill by Congress)8 
One other newspaper was seen to praise the letter besides the Times. The 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle announced I "There is a tone of authority, a forthright-
ness, not to be found in any modern public document •••• What the Pope has 
36American Merc'!lI XXIIV (February 1935), p. 277. 
37Lehmann, (December 7, 1939). pp. 122-125. 
38"'l'he Paradox of Birth Control·, The Nation CXXXlX (July 1934), p. 33. 
The bill advocated the repeal of artioles 211, 245 and 312 of the Criminal 
Code which forbade the sale or transportation through the mails ot contra-
ceptive information. In 1930 Senator Frederick Gillett introduced a "limited" 
or "doctors" bill whereby' it would be legal for doctors to impart birth control 
information. It died, left in committee, with the 7lst Congress. The same 
amendment was introduced with the 73rd Congress, i.e. • • • That sections 211, 
245, and 312 of the Criminal Code as amended, are each amended by add ing at the 
end thereof the following: "The proviSions of this section shall not be con-
strued to apply to any book or information relating to the prevention of con-
ception, or article, substance, drug, medicine, or thing designed, adapted, or 
intended for the prevention of conception for use 1) by any pnysican 1egall1 
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to say is out of keeping with much that is being said •••• Merely as a re-
Minder that marriage, so far as our civilization has known it, has been in the 
past one of the chief concerns of the Church, the encyclical is impressive. tt39 
A lighter note was sounded with the opening of the Vatican radio station 
in February, 1931. The Literary Digest voiced the concensus of opinion thuslys 
"It is with a kindred feeling of awe that the press generally is profouOOly 
stirred by the voice which gave substance to the traditionally lonely and 
shadowy figure of the Vatican, and which speaking in the language of anoient 
Rome, brought a message which all could understand.n40 On the ninth anniversa-
i7 of his coronation Pius n had inaugerated station H V J under the d traction 
of Senator William Marconi. The message was broadcast half an bour later by 
Monsignor Francis Spellman in English. The Indianapolis News remarked: "Of 
-
the worda addressed more particularly to his own flock there is no need to say 
aqything further than that there is nothing in them to which even the fiercest 
Protestant can reasonably object. It is, in short, a message of peace am 
licensed or by his direction or prescription, 2) by' aqy medical college legally 
chartered .3) by' aqy druggist in filling aDiY prescription of a licensed phy-
sician 4) by anr licensed hospital or clinic." 
The bill had been reported back, debated, passed by the senate, but 
Senator McC&rran (a Catholic) then asked that a unanimous vote be taken for 
its approval as he had not been aware that it was passed. Senator Hastings 
urged that the bill be passed at least in the Senate, to encourage the women 
who had fought so hard for its success. , 
Because there was objection to the bill, it was passed over again. It 
never r. cached the House. (U.S. Cot).SI"8SS, Senate bill 1842 Congressional 
Record, 73rd Congress, 2nd Sess., tWashington, 1934] , p. 11314. 
39"The Latest Encyclical", ~ Maria XXXIII (February 1931), pp. 180-182. 
4ot1terary Digest eVIl I (March 1931), p_ 22. 
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good.will-oi' encoura.gement in welJ.-doing_ n4l As if in echo, the Boston Post 
.described his words as Ita noble manifestation of Christian charity and good-
will_,,42 
Even the usual~ hostile Nation congratulated Catholicism on its eloquent 
speaker in glowing termsc 
They heard an apostrophe to all creatures of the earth, to God 
on High, to believers, to the Catholic hierarc~, to missionaries, 
to rich and poor, to employer and employed, to the afflicted and to 
those outside the true faith. God was praised, the others were urged 
to believe in Him and His holy Agent, to do good to one another, to 
be just, obedient, humble, forbearing, to pray for rightousness_ A 
message, in short, from another world to this one •• _ • It is the 
strength of the Oatholic Church that it has the authority and the 
power to make such an address sublime rather than ridiculous ••• _ 
in an age when Protestantism is at its weakest and wateriest, there 
~ be a cause for fears. It is evident that when the Pope, from 
his high place, speaks as grandq as twice lateq he has spoken, 
when sentences roll from him so much more 10tty than the sentences 
of any other public man, his words must carry weight. f' • _ Shall 
we have a Catholic revival? We can only wait and seei~3 
On the fortieth anniversary of Rerum Iovarum, the mighty encyclical of 
Leo XIII on labor problems, Pope Pius XI delivered his third radio broadcast, 
the first to be given outSide, in the courtyard of St. Damasco. A new encycli. 
cal was delivered at this time, in three languages, Italian, French and German, 
to ten thousand pilgrims gathered for the occasion.44 In Washington D. C. 
4lLiter!!y (isest eVIII (March 1931), p. 22. Cf. "Catholic Revival", 
Commonweal XIII March 4, 1931)t pp_ 477-478. "To the City and to the WOrld", 
IiierIca nrv (February 21, 1931), pp. 470-471. 
42Ibid • 
-
43"Heard Across the World", !!2!:. Nation CXXlII (February 1931), p. 206. 
4l'Quadrassimo anno. May 15, 1931. Latin text, A.A.S. XXIII, June 1, 
1931, pp_ 171~28J EngITsh translation, !!! ~ Times, May 24, 1931, II, 1-3. 
offioials of the American Federation of Labor were backing up their organi. 
~ation's declaration that labor should strike before yielding to wage re-
~uctions. With most of the world in the throes of unemployment, depression 
and poverty the encyclical occurred with dramatic timeliness to set forth the 
rights and duties of labor and management and a reconstruction of the social 
system.4, 
Although the encyclioal was criticized by opponents of the Church as con-
taining nothing new, Quadragesimo ~ liaS considered by many to be far ahead 
of the economic thought of the day. The reconstruction the Pope recommended 
was both economic and moral. The economic doctrine was half'way between iOO1-
vidualism and socialism. It repudiated economic liberalism, laissez-faira, 
and unlimited competition. The functions assigned the state are extensive but 
the limits of state control fully" pointed out so that it should never exempli.t)' 
even a moderate degree of real collectivism or socialism. Realistically" the 
Pope indicated both the evils of capitalism and the dangers in extreme methods 
of reform and presented practical proposals. He laid down not only principles 
but their concrete app1ication.46 
George Cardinal Mundelein was quoted in ~ expressing the nne~ attitude 
of the Church toward labors "The trouble with us in the past has been that we 
were too often allied or drawn into an alliance with the wrong side. Selfish 
employers of labor have flattered the Church by calling it a great conservative 
4'titer!1'l Digest eIX (May 1931), pp. ,-6. Digestfs own story here. 
46John A. ~an, "The New Things 1n the New Enc,yclioal", American Ecclesi-
astical Review LXXXV (July 1931), pp. 1-14. 
force, and then called upon it to act as a police force while they paid but a 
pittance of a wage to those who trork for them. I hope that day has gone bJ-. 
Our place is beside the working man. These are our people; they build our 
churches, our priests come from their 90ns.,,47 
Agreeing l-lholeheartedly 'tnth the main premise of the encyclical-that 
spiritual considerations and the economic organization of society cannot be 
divorced-the ~ Republic put forth its views. In general it wa.s called a 
doounent of "brave words" but "lame and watered-down conclusions. 1t It was an 
appeal to capitalists to "be good" •••• nIt is not a recognition of the 
right of the worker to demand something better but an admonition to the rich to 
exercise charity •••• The Church has no new light to offer in the present ec-
jonomic crisis. tr The encyclical is really an appeal to workers not to become 
communists and sooialists.48 
"In the United States Catholic power in the trade unions has been largely 
conservative," followed the oommentary. "it has been a strong .force to keep the 
unions out of independent politioal action because it has always tried to out ... 
law these socialistic influences which in every country have led labor into 
politics. In countries where socialism has grown more than here, it has set up 
rival unions and parties which have divided the labor movement and blunted its 
edge. The Church has, in fact, rested the fa.te of its economic principles on 
47ltCathollcs for Labor", Time XXXVII (June 1941), pp. 65-67. For other 
Catholio comment see "Catholio"SOCia.l SCience", America XLVIII (February 18, 
1933), pp. h69-470. 
h8"The Pope and Labor" J !!! RepUbliC CXVII (May 27. 1931) J PP. 31 .. 33. 
~he dubious hypothesis that the change it professes to desire can be brought 
about by the good will ot those who are economically powerful, balanced by 
trade-unionism "pure and s1mple.n49 
"If in the future, socialism should come into being, we shall find the 
Church saying that socialism-.by another name-is just what it has always been 
preaching. we shall find it attempting to make terms with the powers that be. 
It will try to adapt to Christian principles the doctrine with which agreement 
is now talwa.ys absolutely impossible,.,,50 
The N8w York Times declared in an editorial that it felt the ideals of 
--
socialists, unlike those ot communists, no longer opposed to those ot the 
Church--that tha.ywere both working for social justice and the dignity of 
human labor. On the Continent, unfortunately, the article ran, socialists 
still had anti-religious characteristics. In Britain the.y had a different, 
even evangelical, character.51 
A conservative's view ot the efforts of the Church in labor reform was 
given in the American MercUl11 ••• "numerous Catholic leaders have been 
not at all backward in denouncing the present social order. They employ the 
Pope's words, in his famous labor ene,yclical, 'the tyrannical despotism' ot 
capitalism. Some of the statements of these priests and lay spokesmen sound 
more like Union Square diatribes than utterances of the most conservative re-
49Ibid. 
50"'1'he Pope and Labor", !!! Republic CXVII (May 27, 1931), pp. 32-33. 
51New York Times, May 18, 1931, p. 15. 
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1igionists.n52 The article went on to harshly condemn the efforts of the 
Catholic WOrker as well as the much-castigated Father Cough1in.53 
Heywood Broun, this time speaking in the Washington ~, noted that 
liberal and even radical thinkers might find themselves "in possibly surprising 
agreement with the head of the Catholic Church," but in some particulars have 
differences of opinion. For instance, the reference to the workingman's "legi_ 
timate" wage requirements._nnow over that word legitimate hundreds of strikes 
have been fought and hundreds more are still to come."5h He also believed that 
it would be impossible for one devout man who determined to listen to the Holy 
Father's words and raise his employees' pay in opposition to others who refused 
to do so, and still to maintain his business. All employers would have to do 
so.55 
While agreeing with the Pope that the condition of the worker should be 
improved, the Chicaso Journal 2! Commerce claimed that, in speaking of the con-
oentration of economic power, the Pontiff did not seem to realize that great 
productive units today are commonly owned by multitudes of stockholders and it 
differed with the theory that the economic system needed reconstruction.56 
52Lester P. Eliot, "Trouble of American Catholicism", American MerCU£1 
XXXIV (February 1935), pp. 267-281. 
53Ibid. 
-
54Heywood Broun, Washington.!!!!. in Literary Digest on (Ma;y 1931), pp. 
5-6. 
56Chicago Journal of Commerce in titerarz Digest CII (May 1931), pp. 5-6. 
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That "he has merely restated in general terms a principle which the best 
secular thought of the day had already arrived at without any pontifical prod-
ding" was the cold opinion of the NOrfolk Virginian-Pilot.S7 
~ Veritatis, the papal encYclical issued in 1931 on the fifteenth 
centenary of the Council of Ephesus, used this historic opportunity to beg for 
the reunion of all the churches.S8 The letter restated the doctrine of the qy-
postatic union of the divine and human natures of the one Person, Jesus Christ, 
the Divine Motherhood of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and the divine right of the 
Roman Pontiff to teach the whole Church in faith and morals with supreme and 
infallible authority. Historical arguments are taken from incidents at the 
Council of Ephesus. The Pope showed clearly that the Council had orders from 
Pope Celestine not to put the question to discussion but to consider it settled 
and defined by the Apostolic See. The Fathers consented and approved of the 
words of the Pope. Pius XI particularly appealed to the eastern churches who 
venerate Mary and who were one at the time of the Council ot Ephesus, to return 
to their "ancient, common Father. II;9 
Earlier in his reign Pius had, in the encYclical, Quas Prtmas, instituted 
'~he feast of Christ the King as a means of uniting all Christians under one 
head and carr,ying out the motto of his pontificate, "The Peace of Christ in the 
S7Virginian-Pilot (NOrfolk), ~. 
;8Lux veritatis. December 2;, 1931. Latin text, A.A.S. XXIII, December 
26, 193Y;-pp. 493-517J English translation, Ecclesiastical Review LXXXVI 
(March 1932), pp. 225-243. 
59·Papa1 Ena,rcllcal on the Reunion of Christendom", Catholic WOrld CXXXIV 
(February 1932), pp. 619-620. 
b6 
reign of Chr1st.n60 The date chosen for the feast, october 31, was strongly 
objected to b.r Lutherans because it marked their break with Catholicism and 
they suggested that their fellow-religionists ignore the invitation to unite 
in prayer on that d8¥ with the Catholic Church.61 
They declared that their church retused to be "caught with the Popela 
bait" and that they saw Ita sinister mottva tt behind the fixing of the least. 
other zealots for church unity like Bishop W. T. Manning and Revereoo Doctor 
S. Parkes Oadman ratused to comment.62 
D1sapprov1"~1 H. C. Offerman stated: "We may llOt say that the Pope is 
not sincere in his expressed desire to see Jesus Christ universallY recognized 
as king over all people and things on earth, but there can be no doubt that he 
thinks, and perhaps slncerel¥, that the best way to bring this about is to 
counteract, as tar as possible, the Reformation and the liberating truths ot 
the gospel which it restored to men.,,63 
"Mar we not commend to the consideration of all Protestants the question 
whether they will not more certalnlJ' honor Christ as their Savior and King by 
60auaa ,:610. December 11, 1925. Latin text, A.A.S. XVII, December 28, 
1925, p~9 J English translation, Tablet CXLVII (January 2-9, 1926), 
pp. 7-8, 38-41. 
61nLutherans to Fight Papal Faaat Edict", New York Times, March 21, 1926, 
p. 12. This protest was made by the National~ran-Counoi1. In the aame 
article Reverend W. p. Ladd of Be::okeley Divinity School urged all Chrtstisns 
to observe the feast to combat laicism and secularism in the government. 
62Ibid • 
-
6'ltAssaUs Pope's Encyclical", New York Times, January 8, 1932, p. 13. 
This protest was made b,y the Nationar-tUtheran Council. 
faithtul~ adhering to the truth of the Gospel and conforming their lives 
thereto than by joining in the celebration of a mighty festival marked by 
'magnificent processions t and outward • ceremonies •• "64 
Cardinal ~es replied in the Times to the statements of the various 
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Protestant leaders who refused the invitation to reunion offered by the Pope 
on the grounds that Catholics worship the Virgin Mary, and that the Fathers of 
the Church did not acknowledge the Hol3' See, by showing the meaning of the 
veneration the Catholics have for Mary, and quoted Jerome, Augustine, John 
Ohrysostom, Ambrose aOO Athanasius to prove their support of the primacy ot 
Rome.65 
"Arise and Amend the Earth" was the title of a Times editorial, concerned 
in May, 19.32, with Caritate Christi Compulsi, an encyclical on the causes and 
effects of the depression and which congratulated the pope on compassionating 
the whole of BUffering mankind. 66 "Even those in hardship or penury may, as 
the encyclical suggests, find heart to sing with St. Francis.n67 
Perhaps the last encyclica.l to cause nationwide comment and some conster-
nation in several quarters was that which contained a grave warning against 
unclean motion pictures. Vigilanti ~ struck when the JIlOvle imustry vas at 
64New York Ti.mss, March 21, 1926, p. 12. Bishop E. D. Mouzon was the 
spokesman-here, he also invited Pope to join the Methodist EYange1ica1 Church. 
65Ibid., January 22_ 1932, p. 21. 
66Carltate Christi compulsi. May 3, 19.32. Latin text, A.A.S. XXIV, June 
1, 19.32, pp. 177-1941 English translation, Ecclesiastical Review LXXXVII (July 
1932), pp. 1-17. 
67ltArise and Amend the Earth", New York Times, May 20, 19.32, p. 18. 
------
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its greatest output, sound and 00101' had been added to attraot patrons, and its 
heroes and heroines were national idols.68 StrangelY enough, the most violent 
opposition did not come from the Hollywood producers but from those "liberals" 
who were opposed to any form of censorship on prinoiple. 
The encyolioal praised the Legion of Decency and the work of the bishops 
and the faithful who cooperated with them, and advocated a "permanent review-
ing office" set up in every country by the bishops. It stressed that recre-
ation had become a necessity to people who labor under the fatiguing conditions 
of modern imust1"1 but that it must be recreation worthy of the rational nature 
of man, therefore morallY healthy, it must be elevated to the rank of a posi-
tive good and must seek to arouse noble sentiment.69 
The .!!! Republic led the forces of assult and fulminated against the 
"control of t.he ohis:! recreation of the entire nation by such a sectarian 
body," reproved the code used by' the censers as being absurd and inconsistent 
and criticized the banning of pro-Lqyalist f1lms on Spain through the action 
of the HolY Name Soc1ety.70 
Published the same month, another article attacked Catholic Action move-
ments to boycott magazines, news sellers, and radio programs as immoral, while 
68vlg1lantl Oura. June 29, 1936. Latin text, A.A.S. XXVIII, July 15, 
1936, pp.:249:263J English translation, Ecclesiastical Review XCV (August 
1936), pp. 113-125. 
69"Encyclical on Motion Pictures", Catholic World CXL1r1 (August 1936), 
pp. 618-619. 
7Or.ehmann, "Censorship by the Church", !!! Republio (November 23, 19.38), 
pp. 64-66. 
h9 
through their efforts broadcasting time was denied to Jehovah Witnesses.71 
"The Church in the darkening days of the Roosevelt depression decided, as 
a last resort" • • • to rush "pell-mell into a drive on immoral movies ll ran an 
article in the American Mercutz.72 "Bnt,:J.n general the Church campaign has 
simmered down to classif,ying films according to their suitability for adults 
and children--a business that has more amUBed than perplexed the movie of-
ficials •••• Rarely has the Church in this country suffered a more humili-
ating defeate"73 
Time magazine devoted a large space to the printing of the enc.yclical but 
-
made no comment for or against the teachings it contalned.7h 
The Christian Science Monitor was in complete accord with a campaign for 
decency in films. However, the editorial expressed a fe~ that the influence 
of the Church and the Pope on public life might gain too great a headway' 
But whether a~ one sect should so organize and press its opinions 
upon producers as to constitute a censorship of its own is a question 
whose answer depends on the purposes to which that censorship is 
directed •••• Producers might remember that other citizens besides 
those represented b.Y highly organized agencies are also intensely 
interested in decent films. Those citizens, more qUietly, perhaps, 
but at a similar cost to the box office, are exercising that natural 
sort of boycott which results simply from lack of int'Jest in the 
imecent, the vulgar, or even banal in entertainment. 
nLehmann, "Censorship by the Ohurch", (November 30, 1938), pp. 91~-96. 
12.Amerioan Mercurz XXXIV (February 1935), p. 280. 
73Ibid. 
-
7Urtme XXVIII (July 1936), p. 52. 
75Chriatian Science Monitor, July 9, 1936, p. 14. 
So 
In 1928 an editorial in the ~ ~ Times doubted that the censorship of 
ImOvies was accomplishing any good: "If this scattered censorship accomplished 
what it set out to do we might approve of it but it is in most cases so weak in 
judgement, so prejudiced and foolish that it becomes a source of either irrita-
tion or ridicule. tt16 Sympathizing with the theatre in 1932, the same paper 
proclaimed (after only four plays made the Catholic white list and those four 
folded) r "A difficult year for all the arts, this season has been particularly 
hard on the theatre •••• If it has been able to keep on courageously produc-
ing several plays that many people have rated high, it deserves more praise 
than blame.n71 Yet when the encyclical praising the censorship board was 
publiShed /I the Times vas loud in its commendation: "The voice that has spoken 
is that of the one representing a world organization which has in itself at-
tributes of immortality. It bids men to use the temporal in such a manner as 
not to lose the good eternal. ft78 
Opinion then, 1n regard to the "social" encyclicals was for the most part 
averse. The liberals believed ln reorganizing the soclal order along their own 
lines and resented intervention. Only one source criticized the Pope's radi-
calism. All others rebuked his steadfastness to age-old doctrine and his con-
76new York TimeS, January 30, 1920, p. 20. 
- -.;;..;;....;;.;.. 
17Ibid ., May 10, 1932, p. 20. Out of the fifty plays which began the 
season, four-" If Booth Had Missed" J "Money in the Air" J "The Round-up" J "The 
Truth About Blayds"--and two musical productions, "Robin Hood lt and "The Laugh 
Parade" made the white list. All of these closed in a very short time. 
(Times, Ma1 9, 1932, p. 17.) 
78New ~ .... Time ......_s, July 4, 1936, p. 12. 
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servative caution in regard to social changes. Pius XI had, however, brought 
papal opinion to the fore on these questions as it had not been brought since 
the time of teo XIII. 
CHAPrER IV 
CAESAR VERSUS GOD 
The thirties progressed. Situations became more complex, international 
tension mounted, hope for lasting peace disappeared. The United States, Great 
Britain and Franoe watched Adolph Hitler rise to power unable, or unwilling to 
register disapproval. Civil war raged in Spain and served as a proving ground 
for the forces or Communism and Fascism. Mussolini sated Italy's hunger for 
North African expansion and took Ethiopia after a pretense of struggle over 
legal rights. In the face of the distending swell of Fascism, Communism became 
less an evil to some and the Church was oriticized for considering it still an 
enem,y. Actually, however, the Vatican also seemed to be favoring the more dem-
ocratic movements and condemning the extreme rightists. Bavaria's secession 
from Republican Germany was halted by Vatican influence and the welfare of the 
new weimar government protected b.Y papal opposition to the occupation of the 
Ruhr and the dismemberment of Upper S11e8ia.l Although the Lateran Treaty had 
been signed, the Vatican consistent~ denounced the movements of Fasoism which 
1cr• W. Gurian and M. A. Fitzsimmons, The Catholic Church in World Affairs 
(Notre Dame, 1954). Denis Gwynn, The Vaticanand the War In EUr1E (LOndon, 
n.d.). John p. McKnight, The pa¥tc.v-(New York;-r9)2);~:res P1~on, The 
Vatican and Its Role in WO:rrd A airs (New York, 1950); William Teelingl The 
~ 1n ~fTaIrs\New York, 1937); Hughes, !.2E! Pius the Eleventh \rteW" 
YOrK,-r938). - -
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opposed the Church both in Italy and Germany. t'Action franeaise, which wanted 
Germany crushed, was distressed by the Pope's attempts at mediation in 
Germany's favor and was finally silenced by the papal bull, Inscrutabiliti 
Providentia, for its var~ongering and thoughts of revenge. 
The struggle in Mexico between Church and State fluctuated for almost 
sixteen years of Pius Xl's reign. The United States, because of its proximity 
to the problem, debated the issue hotly. Most Catholics felt intervention 
should be urged while Protestants condemned any thought of helping the persecu-
ted churchmen and blamed the trouble on their exploitation of the peons. 
The promulgation in 1923 of the Mexican Constitution of 1911 which barred 
the Church from education, abolished religious orders, nationalized Church 
property and drastically controlled clerical number, garb, and activity, re-
leased new violence against the Church. Priests and nuns were murdered, 
churches rifled and burned. In retaliation the Church went on strike. Clergy 
and influential laymen organized and appealed for a change in the law. Bands 
of organized zealots, who called themselves cristeros. were accused of raiding 
government schools, killing teachers and dynamiting trains. Due to the media-
tion of United States Ambassador Morrow, the deadlock was finally broken in 
June 1929. A realistic compromise provided that the Church would accept the 
registration of priests in charge of church buildings, while the government 
would waive the rule for others. The Church confirmed the ban on religious 
schools but obtained permiSSion to give instruction within church walls. The 
government guaranteed the Church the right to petition for constitutional 
S4 
changes.2 
Taking the reactions of the press chronologicallY, we note various 
opinions of the contest. Edward Ross, in the ~ Republic recognized it as a 
struggle between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries. The Mexican revolu-
tionists saw in the Church the main prop of land feudalism and treated it as a 
political ene~. The Church-sponsored benefits undertaken for the poor he 
underrates as done to keep up with the infiltration of Protestant mission-
aries.) 
At the Vatican the desire for compromise seemed to prevail. In 1928 
through the visiting Michael Williams, the Pope begged that the Mexican issue 
be handled editoriallY b.Y the American press but Williams did not succeed in 
getting the mission fu1fi11ed.4 
When the Papal Delegate was expelled for holding a service in the open the 
Vatican did not protest.S In his enC,1clica1 of Februar,y 2, 1926, Pope Pius XI 
2Herbert Herring, Mexico: The Making of a Nation (New York, 1942), PP. 
62-64. Cf. Ernest Gruening, Mex'1cO. and ItsHerita'1 (New York, 1928») Howard 
F. Cline, The United States aOd M8xico(~br1dge, 953), pp. 201.202J Harold 
Nicho1son,DWight MOrrow (NeW'York, 1935), pp. 338-347. 
lEdward A. Ross, "Mexico's Quarrel with Roman, ~ Republic XXXIV (MB\r 
1923), pp. 293-294. 
4New York Times, January 30, 1928, p. 20. (In this article Williams 
regrets pu"6i'rCly that he had been unable to do what the Pope requested of him. 
while he was in Rome. The Pope had given Williams a special stat.ement which 
asked the free press of the world to come out against the outraged Catholics in 
Mexico. The Times printed the statement but did not handle it ad i tor ia lly • ) 
SChar1es P. Howland, SUr'Vex of American Public Relations IV (New Haven, 
1931), pp. 303-304. -
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directed the bishops to refrain from all political activity. The Apostolic 
Delegate announced that he would not officiate in public, wear priestly vest-
ments and liQuld limit his activities to the spiritual welfare of the Mexican 
Catholics. The Mexican clergy, however, repudiated the Constitution and caused 
the commencement 0f more hostile actlon.6 
In 1932 the ~ RepUblic laid responsibility for the persecution with the 
Mexican hierarchy, praised Acerba Animi for its fatherly tone and poked fun at 
the politicos who begrudged the Church even the few coppers that vent into the 
collection plates.7 
The Nation served as debating floor for Father John A. Bfan and Jose 
Bejarano as they strove to explain the struggle from their respective sides.8 
The !!!! Republic, at the same time used the usual criticism of the enormous 
wealth of the clergy, their flagrant immorality and their persecution of 
Protestants and Jews as a cause for their troubles. The author felt that 
Catholicism would remain despite the action of the government am expresaed 
the hope that the Church would forget her temporal claims and work with the 
7ltMex1co and the Catholic Church", New Re~UbliC LXXII (November 9, 1932), 
pp. 342-343. .ftcerba an1mi. September 2~19j. Latin, A.A.S. XXIV, October 
1, 1932, pp. 3'2:[-332, English, Catholic Mind XXX (November 8, 1932), pp. 409-
419. ----
8nLiberty and the Roman Oatholic Church", The Nation CUll (June 16, 
1926), pp. 660-662. John A. Ryan was professor'""01 moral theology and industri-
al ethics at Catholic University at Washington, D. C.; Jose Miguel Bejarano was 
Mexican journalist known as a writer for the liberal and radical press. He was 
also secretar.y of. the Mexican Chamber of Commerce in New York City_ 
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State for the betterment of the Mexican people.9 
Describing the terrible chaos caused b.1 the mass of thousands of Indians 
trying to receive the sacraments before the priests went "on strike", Carleton 
Beals blamed the Church for not accepting civil or religious adjustments with 
good grace: "The present connict grew out of the Church's renewed anti ... 
government activities fomented by the bitter apostolic letter of the Holy See 
of February 2, 1926 and the reindorsement of a manifesto signed by the American 
episcopae,y in 1911 attacking the religious proviSions of the constitution."IO 
John Dewey in the !!! Republic held that the distinctiveness of the anti-
clerical legislation in Mexico was the thoroughness with which it was carried 
out,ll while Carleton Beals, again reporting from Mexico, pointed out the 
reasons why any popular political action which existed was on the side of the 
dictatorial government: " ••• there remain the older historical arguments. 
These are the monopolistic character of the Roman Catholic Church, past and· 
present, its support of reactionary, anti-republican governments; its hold 
upon the fanaticism of the ignorant native populatiOns, without ~ concomitant 
attempt to improve economic or educational standards; the preponderant influ-
enoe in the hierarchy of foreign priests • • • and the entrenched bureaucra-
9"Mexico and the Catholics It.. New Republic XXVIII (July 1926), pp. 268-
210. - -
I°Carleton Beals, "The Mexican Church Goes On Strike", The Nation CXXIrr 
(August 18, 1926), pp. 14S-141. Beals was a correspondent for the Nation, 
living in Mexico and studying social and political institutions. 
IlJohn Dewey, "Church and State in Mexico", ~ ReEublio XXV (August 
1926), pp. 9-10. 
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One more hostile at tack was leveled at the Church by Hugh Stutfield I who 
admitted that the natives of Mexico have owed much to the Church in the past, 
but that her day is past and over even though her priests and bishops were not 
to be blamed for refusing to accept "the view of progressives that she is an 
incubus which must now make room for some better, less anomalous and more up-
to-date system.n13 
Bishop Pascual Diaz defended the Church's position in an article in 1928 
and named the condemnation of Marxiam principles as the basis for the struggle 
between Church and State.14 
Considering the claim that no child be given religious instruction in 
Mexico to be unjust, an editorial in the New York Times compared Mexico to 
--
Germany where the individual held no rights.1S When in 1937, Pius XI spoke to 
the Mexican Church in a second encyclical, the Times welcomed the cessation of 
hostility which seemed imminent.16 
When a settlement had finally been reached, through the mediation of 
Dwight Morrow, the clergy returned to their posts in 1929, agreeing to most of 
120ar1eton Beals, ltC8l1es Is Gaining in Mexico", The lation enII! 
(October 6, 1926), pp. 320-321. -
13Hugh E. M. Stutfie1d, "Bolshevik va. Ultramontane in Mexico", National 
Review LnIIII (November 1926), pp. 380-389. 
14B13hop Pascual D1a2., "State vs. Church in Mexico", North American Review 
CCXXV (April 1928), pp~ 401-408. Diaz was bishop of Tabasco, Mexico. 
lSNew ~ Times, October 22, 1934, p. 14. 
16Ibid ., March 30, 1937, p. 22. 
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the col¥1itions la1d down by the Mexican goyerraent. The!!!! Republic had to 
say: "With all the rejoicing over the settlement, the fact emerges that the 
Mexican hierarchy has accepted the goverl'Jllental conditions which three years 
ago it declared intolerable •••• These restrictions are underst8ldable after 
a study of the persistent. abuse of power of the Mexican Roman Catholic ChlJrch, 
its tOrMr economic and political as well as spiritual dominance over the 
I28.tion, its continuous interference in aftairs ot state ••• ita hostUity to 
agrarian ret01"lll8 ••• public school education •• • and labor uniontsm.tt11 
Noting this period of international anxiety over the disorder in Mexico, it is 
ev1dent that on the whole, the criticism is of the Mexican hierarchy. not ot 
Pope Pius XI, or nen Vatican poliCY'. 
The etruggle against Fascism was a constant ODe for Pius XI, one which he 
could Dever aftord to relax. His faith in the pacts he signed with the totali-
tarian powers has been readily criticized but his rtgoJ"Ous action againat t,heir 
radicalism attests to his oondemnation of their basic tenets and practices. 
The Ethiopian war is perhaps the first time the papac,y is aCClJliad of sid-
ing with the aims of Mussolini. Luigi Sturso explained that the Pope found 
himae11' bouIkt by the Lateran Treaty by which be agreed that "the Holy See, in 
regard to S0981"8ignty eYen in the international field, declares that it w1shea 
to remain and will remain extranaous to the temporal ocmpetition between other 
states and to theinternatlonal conferences sUIIIIIlOaad for such an object, un-
less the contending parties agree to appeal to its mssion of peace, whUe 
11_The Clergy Return to Mexico" .. New Republic LIX (July 3. 1929), pp. 161-
168. -
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reserving to itself in atV case the right to make its moral and spiritual pro-
test heard.nlB The Pope, said Sturzo, took advantage of this last reservation 
and counseled patience, moderation am pacification. There was no moral isS"Q8 
mentioned either by the League of Nations or by the Pope. Most of the bishops, 
clergy and Catholic press of Italy took up a clear position in favor of the war 
am against sanctions. From abundant documentation Sturzo noted that the ethi. 
cal problem raised by' the war was considered by these three groups from three 
staoopointss that the government ot a country was sole j1¥ige of the justice 
of its own cause and the peoJ')1e were obliged to obey. that the African war was 
a war for Christian civUisation, that sanctions ware inrnoral as seeking to 
impede Italy in the exarcise of a right. Since no contrary voice could .u. 
itselt heard in ItalJr, we have the right to suppose that not all the clergy nor 
all the Catholics held these opinions, although it was very difficult, even for 
them, to torm an imependent opinion in view ot Fascist propaganda carrte;i or 
18stUl"SO, Churcb and State, pp. 50laSOh. The Pope gaft his opinion of the 
Ethlop1.an affair in a dlScourse to the Internat ional Congress of Catholic 
Nurses, Viola ~~9.'ml, August 27, 193,1 "In It~, on the other hand, 
the talk IS about a poss e war which would be just, inasmuch as it would be 
a war for defense, to assure the frontiers against continual and incessant 
dangers, as well as a war necessitated tv the expansion of a population growing 
larger every day, and therefore, a war justified by the defensive and material 
needs of a eountr.y. 
Dear daughters, 11' it be true that the need for expansion and the need for 
frontier defense do, indeed exist, then We cannot forbid Ourself from hoping 
that the need will be met by means other than war. If 8173' ask, "How?" it is 
evidently not easy to answerJ but; nonetheless We cannot believe that an answer 
is impossible. The possibility must be st1¥iied. One thing, however, seems to 
be clear to Us. AllOWing that expansion is a need of which account must be 
taken, the right of defense has limits and restrictions which cannot be ignored 
without culpabUity." (H. C. Koenig, Principles for Peace, Washington, 1943, 
pp. 483-484.) -
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every means, am the absolute lack of contrary voices and possible control ot 
information. In other countries Catholics were in the majority against the 
~, while the Catholic press was divided pro and contra, according to its po-
litical theories.19 
Although there were many articles concerning the Ethiopian conquest, none 
mentioned the attitude ot Pius XI toward the aitair. An article in the Nation 
hoped that the powers would be firm in applying the sanctions and thought that 
"it the present generation of Ethiopians show half the fighting skill ot their 
fathers at Adow, Mussolini may find that war gives neither the prestige, the 
riches, nor the power of which he has dreamed. n20 Roger Shaw expressed his 
Ethiopian sympathies but said that his chief pity was for the lIunfortunate 
Italians conscripts, torn from their farms and slums willy-nilly, at the im-
perious behest ot a dictator."2l 
World peace has long been the policy of the Vatican. Pius XI had dedi-
cated his pontiticate to the "Peace ot Christ", yet suspicion and controversy 
had surrounded Vatican policy since the treaty with Hussolini. The Pope was 
oharged with taking sides or taking the wrong side. In German,y the Vatican 
20nMussolini's Dream ot Empire", The Nation CItI (October 9, 193$), pp. 
402-405. -
21Roger Shaw, "That Ethiopian Fuss", American Review of Reviews XCII 
(September 193$), pp. 21-23. An interesting aocount !s given bY' LOuis Fuchs, irl 
"Abyssinian Realities", National Review CV (August 193:), pp. 190-195. Fuchs 
explains background of AbYssln1in economic and foreign policy. He presents the 
heads of the Ethiopian government as intelligent men aware of their danger and 
what to do about it. 
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also followed its avowed policy of striving to secure its position while it 
sought to avoid political entanglement. 
When the smaller states of Germal'lY' which had established relations with 
the Holy See war'S abolished by' Hitler, the Pope hesitated to make terms with 
the Detf and harsher Fasoiant. Pius XI held contempt tor Hitler but in the em 
he remained true to hiB polio.y of accepting relations with all governments, as 
did the United Sta(,,,,J and Britain. The first step was taken by Hitler himself, 
who sent Franz Von Papen as his envoy to Rome and secured a hurriedly negotiated 
concordat in Juq 193.3. The Pope's worst fears were soon realized but he said 
nothing for four years. There vere individual protests to Hitler by brave 
cleries but there was little olfioial resisteo.C$ from the Churoh .. 22 
We have Von Papan'a acoount of the negotiations for the Concordat. In his 
memoirs he takes credit lor planning the pact but it was strongly baoked by' 
cardinal Pacelli and Doctor Kaas. Von Papen sees Hitler's intention of deceit 
today but had baMled the disoussions in good faith in 1933. He teels that 
until he lett office in 1934 the Concordat was ho.nored as much as possible. 
Ooebbels constantly assailed Hitler for approving it.23 
l8w articles mentioned the Concordat itself, although maqy others dis-
22Sheman S. Hayden; "Foreign Policy- ot the Vatican", Fore!in Po1isr 
Rercrt.J XIX (January 1944), pp. 278-287. Of. Michael Power, Religion in the 
Beeh, The Ia. Ii War AJainst the Catholio Church (N.C.W.O., Washln~n,"11.o., 
n:a:r J !tii l'irrSe'Ciition or ihi""Ca:tlioiIe C!huroh in the Third Reich l New York, 
1940» 1OiiaI<! !nox, LzranaNazarene (tondon,~W. 
--
23Franz Von Papen, Memoirs (London, 1952),pp. 279-281. Cf. Nazi.22!'!-
~ira. ay . a. nd~ion. supp. B (Washington, 1948), p. 818) Trial '01'Ma:jor war 
tmlriils-r g, 1948}, pp. 280-286. - -
cussed the difficulties of Catholics under the Third Reich. G. E. W. Johnson 
said about the agreement in the North American Review. "The most significant 
provision of this treaty was perhaps article 32 whereb,y the Vatican undertook 
to restrain all German ecclesiastics from joining or supporting any Catholic 
political party •••• Some (provisions] ••• were phrased in such vague 
terms that the.y could readily become a fertile source of future discord •••• 
The impression left by the Concordat was that it was a stop-gap agreement re-
garded as definitive b,y neither party, but temporarily accepted by both because 
it afforded a breathing spell in which they could maneuver for position.n24 
The Nation also distrusted Hitler and his agreements and criticized the 
Concordat as the Vatican's "second great mistake, a mistake for which it is 
now paying dearly. Ef giving up without a struggle its vehicles of political 
expression, the Centrist and the Bavarian People's Party, it deprived itself 
of its most important bulwark against tho National Socialist reg1me."25 Al-
though the Church is praised for putting up a courageous fight, the author 
stoops to the suspiCion that Hit may take its stand in line with German fascism 
if and when Hitler accedes to its demands.n26 A later article in the same 
journal praised the braver,y of the youth and the common Catholics while the 
bishops bowed to Hitler's wlshes.27 
240• E. W. Johnson, IIHitler and the Catholic Church", North American 
Review CCroVIII (November 1934), pp. 438-447. 
25t1Hit1er and the Vatican", !h! Nation CnIVIII (April 25, 1934), p. 459. 
26Ibid • 
-
27Emil Lengyel, nThe Catholic 'War on Hitler", The Nation (November 1935), 
pp. 532-534. -
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On the other hard a great deal of credit was given Cardinal Faulhauber 
for his outspoken criticism of the Nazi ideology'. He "who can still say what 
others hardly dare to think" was quoted in the column as laying the basis ot 
the struggle at the two completely different ideologies which can never be 
reconciled.28 "The Nazi conception ot Nordic superiority is inimical to the 
very essence of ecclesiastic religion.n29 
Noting the reported suicide of Reverend Thomas Stuhlweissenburg in a Nazi 
prison, an editorial paragraph in the Nation vas of the opi1lion thatt "It a 
German Catholic priest ends his lite rather than eooure longer the torments ot 
a German prison, it is news. And one may suspect, the Catholic belief in the 
impropriety of suicide being what it is, that Doctor Stuhlweissenburgts death 
vas actively hastened by his jaUers.,,30 
The New!.2.::! _T .... 1n--.l8s also picked out Card ina1 Faulhauber as a man worthy of 
praise, am extolled his at tack on the Teutonic race concept I "For hundreds 
ot years the Germans enlisted in the Roman armies to tight their race brothers 
tor foreign prq. A modern Ma.rx1st would hardly do worse. The attack of the 
Cardinal will give pain all along the line.",l 
Atter recovering from the illness that nearly took his lite in 1931, the 
Pope poured out his anguish in !:!!! brennerder sorge which attacked the Nasi 
28UHltler and the Vatican", !h! Nation C:XXXVIII (April 25, 1934), p. 4,9. 
29Ib1d • 
-
30rhe Nation (Noftmber 6, 1935), p. ,2,_ 
-----
3lNew York Times, Januar.y 3, 1931~ p. 18. 
----
practices of extolling blood and race and for interfering with education • .32 
The German press haaped scorn on the author and no reconciliation with the 
German government ever followed although there was never a definite break with 
Germal\'f .:33 The encyclical was not allowed to be published in arw secular or 
religious paper of Germany and printers who dared make copies were imprisoned. 
Nevertheless, every German Catholic heard the encyclical read from the pulpit 
atrl received new courage. Although the Pope seemed to extend an invitation of 
reconciliation, the struggle only became fiercer. Parents were intimidated to 
vote against confessional schools am priests and nuns were slamerOO by' im-
moral reports and accusations • .3h 
The Pope's first and direot and publie intervention in the German confiict 
was heralded by the!!!!!2!! _T1me __ s as another ohallenge to the Third Reich, and 
an inspiration to all faiths in Germany to stand fast. "For nothing is more 
certain in Germal\V' toda;y than that the Government must bend to a strong popular 
res istance. 1f35 
Four months later the Times marked that things had not improved I 
Unrest an1 discontent must have contributed to this whipping. 
up of fury with which Ooebbels and Goering launched their renewed 
assaults. It all looks like an attempt to divert public attention 
32M1t bzoennender Sor!i. MarCh 14, 1937. German text, A.A.S. XXIX, AJ)l"U 
10,. 1937, pp. 115-i67. Eng ish translation, Catholic ~ XXXV (Mq 8, 1931), 
pp~ 185..-204. 
'3~en. "Foreign Policy of the Vatican" I p. 286 • 
.34Waldemar Gurian, "In Utmost Anxiety", America XVIII (July 1937), pp. 
h88-49h. 
35New York Times, March 23, 1937, p. 22. -_............. ' 
from the actual financial and industrial difficulties with which 
the Germans are struggling. There is also doubtless a strain of 
fanaticism. When he was giving his blesslng the other day to a 
deputation of young German Catholics, the Pope exhorted them to 
go back resolved to defend their faith and to prevent Oermaqy 
from returning to paganillm. We have not of late heard so much of 
the old Teutonic, or socalled Aryan gods, yej6it must still have 
its appeal to the more extreme Nazi leaders. 
6$ 
Time magazine referred to the encyclical as having ria passage which liber-
-
al Catholics hoped was a rap at fascism. Since the Church now appears to get 
along well with fascism of the Italian variety, the rap seems to apply to Nazi-
iam.n31 
Unfortunately papers like the ~ Republic could find basis for their 
criticism of Catholic support of Fascism. As late as 1938, Judge Herbert 
O'Brien spoke in a commencement address defending Fascist Italy and Nazi 
Germany and tribute was paid to his "words of wisdomll by Bishop Malloy of 
Brooklyn. "Daily in our newspapers you can see stories against Catholic Italy 
-Italy where our Holy Father resides. And yet Mussolini saved Italy from 
going Communistic along with Soviet Russia. And then we're constantly picking 
on Germany. What harm has she done us?" In Quebec Father Pierre Gravel de-
clared: "I favor totalitarian states. Dictators have put an end to widespread 
abuses and political corruption, which are common in democratic countr1es.n38 
36Ibid ., .August 1, 1931, p. 18. · 
37"Numbers Twenty-nine and Thirty", ~ XXIX (March 1931), p. ho. 
. 3Bteo H. Lehmann, "The Catholic Church in Politics--Catholicism and 
Fascism", !!! Republic XCVII (December 14, 1938), pp. 161-168. The!!!!!-
public does not refer to the German situation directly at all. 
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The Spanish civil war caused greater suspicion of the Vatican's sympatl\v 
with Fascism because again, interested in her spiritual rights and the spirit-
ual welfare of her chUdren, the Church supported the side which guaranteed 
these rights. The Spanish Church, like the Mexican Church, was charged by 
most commentators with getting her just deserts tor interfering in political 
affairs. 
The revolution which displaced Alphonso XlII in Spain in the elections 
of 1931 was accomplished with a minimum of excitement. The Christian Science 
Monitor applauded the ling for accepting his deteat so graceful13 and urging 
the monarchists not to cause any violence. The terrorism which broke out 
shortly afterward then, was hig~ regretted by the journal. "There is some-
thingparadoxioal in the Spanish croWs destroying convents, churohes and paro-
chial schools, •• , There have been signs that the Church is lOSing its hold 
but even were that evidence much stronger than it is, it would hardly be suf-
ficient to explain these attacks. • , • Clerical interterence cannot excuse 
rioting. • • • Much now depems on sound leadership which no doubt wUl be 
s hown. ,,39 
Unfortunately the hope of the Monitor did not see fruition. In October, a 
writer in the Nation declared that "the possibility of compromise seems remote, 
with emotion rather than reason infiuencing the nation.R40 
'9"S~1n in the Crucible", Christian Science Monitor (Boston), May 15, 
1931, P. 14. 
40I ,M. Levy., "Church am State in Spain", The Nation CXXXIII (October 28, 
1931), pp. 470-472. -
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Assailing the Ohurch as the cause of Spain's decline of political and 
economic strength, a long article in the National Review criticized the Pope, 
his nuncio in Spain and the Spanish Church in general: 
Had Charles V been able to see the advantages of a reformed 
Church like the Anglican institution, retaining some of the 
dogmas of the Roman Church but free from the sovereignty of the 
Pope, the course of Spanish history might have run a d1tferent 
and less tragiC course. Spain might never have sunk into ob-
scurity. 
A papal encyclical accused the Republic of prolJl1sing liberty 
in name, but of refusing it in fact. The growth ot anti-religious 
feeling in Spain was compared by the Pope to s1mUar events in , 
Mexico and RUSSia, although-as he was careful to point out with 
all the astute logic of the Vatican-Rome was at first anxious to 
remain on amicable relations with the new regime, the purely po-
litical tranSformation maldng QO difference in her attitude toward 
her beloved Spo.in •••• 
Subtlety and 4daptabUity, concealing far-sighted ambition 
have alwqs been characteristics ot the . Vatican, whose policy is 
adm1rab~ effected by MOnsignor Tedeschini, the Papal Nuncio in 
Madrid. 
After the passing of the "Ley de Contesiones y Congragaciones Religiosas" 
by the Cortes and its approval by the President of the Republic in May and June 
of 1933, protests in all torms followed trom the Church, particularly the 
encyclical Di1ectissima Nobis. 42 The Spanish people were taken by' surprise 
41IngliS. "Rome in Spain", National Review CII (February' 1934), pp. 232-
239. 
42DUect1asima Nobis. June 3, 1933. Latin text, A.A.8. XXV, June 5, 1933, 
pp. 261-274. The Pope condemned the laws against religious, separation of 
Church and State in a Catholic countryJ he protested against the exclusion of 
God from schools, hospitals and other i.nstitutions; be deplored the tact that 
religious were forbidden to teach, that Jesuits were expelled from the country 
ot their toumer. The Holy Father exhorted bishops to promote Catholic teach-
ing and Catholic Action, not tor political reasons but tor the preservation of 
the Faith. < .... Ca_t...,h_ol ..... 1 ..... c~ XIXI, July 8, 1933, pp. 241-251.) 
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because they had lived in peace since 1876.43 
The revolt had three characteristics in its first stages. These char-
acteristics gave their oolour to the civil war and created the impassioned 
atmosphere which followed. The first was the rapid disorganizaliion of the 
State after many of its adherents went ovel"to the side of the rebels. The 
second was the fierce resistance of the working classes I determined not to 
give in, but driven by f'anaticism, by' lack of' authority I failure of all legal 
restraints, without sufficient arms and in an atmosphere of anarchism. Bishops 
were regarded as rebels, and all the Republicans were Reds. The sudden and 
violent persecution of the clergy, the massacres of priests and religious, the 
burn1ngot Church property while powerless or approving authorities looked on, 
gave a motive for the clergy to range themselves on the other side. 
The Holy See protested to Madrid but received no reply. Pius XI, in 
receiving exiled clergy from Spain on September 14, 1936 set forth in an inter-
esting address the characteristics of the resistance of the Churchs martyrdom, 
where this bore witness to the persecuted f'aith, resistance, where this could 
be carried on without excesses, prqer, even f'or the blinded adversary.44 
F. Jay Taylor, in relating the direction of' American press opinion during 
the war, discusses the varied treatment of the conflict. The United and Asso-
ciated Press used the terms "Spanish Government Forces" and "Insurgents" which 
1a3E. Allison Peers, "The Religious Situation in Spain", Studies XXII 
(1933), pp. 361-372. 
44sturzo, Church aM State, pp. 505-509. For another excellent background 
account, see Gera!a Brenin, The Spanish Labyrinth (New York, 1943), pp. 309-
310. --- -- ---
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many papers altered to read "Loyalists" or "Fascists". In the Hearst press and 
Catholic press the rebels were seldom, if ever, described as fascists, while 
the forces of the Spanish government were rof'erred to as "Reds" or "Oommu-
nists". Other papers such as the ~!.2.!:! Times, Christian Science I'lonltor and 
Washington ~ called the rebels "Fascists" and used the term "Loyalists" to 
describe the Republican government. There is no doubt of the influence of 
these titles on the conditioning of thought and teeling -of the Amerioan pub-
110.45 
One writer explained the dUemma by pointing out the lack ot compromise 
in the SpaniSh natura, the extreme, ill-advised anti-olerical legislature -and 
the idea of most Spaniards that reform has meant, tor hundreds of' years, to 
fight the Churoh.46 
"Franco's Catholioism, not his Fascism, was the main reason for his enthu-
siastio support by the Church, It reiterated Sherman liayden, despite the criti. 
cism of that support by other factlons.47 
A Catholic, writing in the Nation, deplored the harm done by Catholic 
pressure groups in politics. Using Spain as an example, she criticized the 
assertion that francois bombs bad the papal blessing. The Catholic duty is 
45F• Jay Taylor, !!!! United States !!!.1 ~ Sp!nish Civil !'f!!: (lfew York, 
19$6), pp. 117-118. Cf. T. A. Bailey, A D~omatic Hist~ of the American 
PeoEle (New York, 1940). He asserts that thOugh most Amerrcail8'were neuiral, 
some 6elieved for the most part that the Loyalists were upholding the cause ot 
democracy. 
46aayden, "Foreign Policy of the Vatican", p. 262. 
41Ibid. 
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put forward as being the following of individual convictions and avoiding the 
"deathtrap of the Catholic bloc.,,48 
~ recorded atrocities of the Reds against priests and nuns but did not 
seem to be partisan. In April, 1937, the same j ournal noted Pius IS remark that 
"Mexico's clergy needs sanctification" and was disinclined to believe that the 
!'vpe blamed everything that happened in Spain on the Beds. Time quoted the 
-
Catholio World as saying: "There was something wrong in Spain. What was 
it ?n49 With the collapse of the Spanish Loyal18ts came what looked like a 
clean-cut Christian viotory. Unfortunately it was also a Fascist victory. 
Even as Catholic edi.ters wrote of it, General Franco set in motion a pact with 
Hitler tor "cultural" purposes which would ban in one country vbat was banned 
in the other (papal encyclicals included) and give "fiscal preference to each 
others' works" (!!!!!l Kamel !!!! V8lkischer Beobacht6r) .SO 
tater, atter the Franco regime had been organised, Spain was depicted as 
Ita land that never applied the Rer'UIB Novarum." ~anco's "bargain" with the 
Church was d1sCU8Ded, it'.ving gained the right to nominate bishops, subject to 
papal ratification, in return for pafing the salaries of the clergy and return-
ing confiscated Church property. "Row," the article quips, "he will apparently 
receive quid for his quo.,,51 
48auth O'Keefe, 11* Catholics Have a Duty", ~ Nation CILVIlI (May 1939), 
pp. 612-614. 
49Time XXIX (April 1937), p. 43. 
-
SOIbia., XXXIII (Februar,y 6, 1939), p. 24. 
SlIb1d. 
-
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Another journal which favored the Lo.yalist forces during the war was the 
.!!! Republic. An article by' Shaemus O'Sheel attacked the unworthy clergy ot 
Spain who made no etfort at soci9.1 reform and re.t'used to "identify Franco with 
St. MiChael. tt52 
~stbrook Pegler, in the same journal, argued that the indignation of 
working-class Catholics should be turned, not against the government side in 
Spain, but against the Spanish clergy and the well-born Spaniards ot the 
catholic faith who neglected a duty which was placed upon them. "To them 
original.l;y', rather than to the IDObs which raged in the early days of the war, 
I would charge the blame for the slaughter of the priests and nuns. • • • A 
duty was put upon the church to rebuke and Correct its friends who exploited 
the masses.u5) 
The Spanish con.t'lict, on the whole, was a popular subject for the press. 
The Holy Father was not blamed for the excesses which caused the persecution 
of the clericals but only for his backing of Franco's cause. Radicals es .. 
pecia1ly were sharp in their criticism of the good relations between pope and 
dictator. 
An encyclical denouncing communism, issued by Pope Pius XI in September, 
1936, brought comment from the!!! !2!:!T1mes and the lfew RepUblic. The tormer 
read criticism ot Hitler as vall as ot Stalin in the letter and praised the 
52Shaemus O-Sheel, "Spanish Rebellion and Catholic Doctrine", ~ Republic 
XCIII (February 2, 19)8), pp. 367-368. -
5lWestbrook Pegler, "Fair Enough", .!2! RepubliC XCV (~ 11, 1938), pp. 
19-20. 
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vigor and optimism of an old man who "faces the future unafrald.,,54 The latter 
a~zed the traditional opposition of the Church to "liberalism" which di-
vorces religion from the state. Despite the Bynlpathy of Pius XI for the 
IIdeplorable social and economic conditions of the poor" great care is taken 
in the enc.1clicals not to offend the privileged class. The inequalities and 
miseries which derive from our present economic ~stem are "the consequences 
of sin" and can never be banished. The article pointed to Catholics who are 
drifting toward radicalism and then referred to Father Coughlin's vast "anti-
Semetic, anti-Roosevelt, anti-Red" fOllowing.55 
B,y rejecting progressive parties, Lowenstein asserted in the Atlantic 
Monthly, "the Church has already lost contact with the working classes and 
other progressive forces. n56 He criticized the Pope for maintaining relations 
with those he condemns, Fascists and Nazis. An article in America explained 
the Church's action toward totalitarian states as an obligation of the Church 
to tolerate for a time, the lesser of two evils, not intending to mean that 
she tolerated the evil. With Fascism, America went on, it is possible for her 
to establish a temporary modus vivendi and to wait for better times. But with 
Communism, essent1al~ based on atheism and committed to fostering atheism, no 
such arrangement is possible. Answering this article Lowenstein continued I 
It seems to me that compromising with something clearly recog-
nized as evil is always a very dubious act. The ideology of 
5.4New ~ Times, September 15, 1936, p. 28. 
55Lehmann, pp. 166-167. 
56gubertus Lowenstein, ItCatho1icism at the Crossroads", Atlantic Monthly 
CLXII (September 1938), pp. 325-330. 
"blood and race" of "State Power" and ,allegedly semi-divine 
leaders is no less atheism than the form of society practiced 
in Soviet Russia. On the other haM, that temporary modus 
vivendi to which the editorial in the Catholic paper reters 
has led already to serious inner conflicts for many Catholics 
without relieving the troubles with which the world is facedJ 
for example, the Abyssinian War, that tatal turning point in 
contemporary history, when high Italian prelates donated the 
treasures of their churches to Mussolinits war chests. 
When the teague of Nations imposed economic sanctions to 
end international lawlessness, the defiance of Fascist Italy 
was hailed in Italyts most important Catholic Review, Civita 
Catto1ica, organ of the Jesuits, as "a wonderful spectacle 
of abnegation, cohesion and Christian strength." Coinciding 
with the news about the Fascist massacre in Addis Ababa on 
February 19, 1937, there came a circular from the president 
of Catholic Action in Italy~,pproving the colonial and inter-
national polic.y of Fascism.~ 
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A long article by George Se1des, known as a leading liberal, in the New 
-
Republic might serve to summarize this chapter on the Church's relations with 
the forces of cODlllUrlism and fascism. Although Communism, with its atheistic 
basis was still the primary ene~ of the Church, Fascism, with its militant 
destruction of Catholic influence became an equal~ stubborn foe. 
The authoritarianism of the Church, its war on Communism, recognition ot 
Franco, triendly relations with Mussolini, the Pope's continued appeal to the 
German concordat, his satisfaction with the corporate states of Austria and 
Portugal, the aid to Hitler by Cardinal Innitzer, are all used by this liberal 
to demonstrate the leanings of the Vatican toward totalitarianism. Seldes 
criticized the American Catholics particularly who do not think freely on po-
litical matters. In France Cardinal Verdier denounced FascismJ Catholics are 
characterized as anti-fascist in England, where the Dominican Father Drinkwater 
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published a leaflet, oriticizing Catholic papers for supporting Franco J in 
Belgium the Catholic press defames the Spanish diotator. 
Relenting a little, the writer quoted Leo XIII as pointing out that the 
Church has r~ver neglected to adopt itself to the genius of nations and Pius XI 
who, deny-ing that the Church hampers political reforms, repeats in Dileotissimi 
Nobis the polic.y of the Church to accommodate itself to all forms of government 
and civil institutions provided the rights of God and Christian consoience are 
left intaot. This policy, he said, explained Russia, Japan .. Mexico and Spain. 
It had paid the Church to adapt itself to the policies of Fasoist nations. "It 
may be opportunism. It may be Maohiavellianism. But it is adapting the Church 
to the times as it sees best. It may, of course, sub specie aeternitatis, 
prove to be the biggest mistake the Vatican has made in oenturies. But it is 
a temporary-tempora1-policy. In the course of time fascism will disappear 
but the Church, having made use of it for its own ends, will go on."$8 
The American press, then, in the political sphere, for the most part 
criticized the part taken b,y the Church in an avenue which they considered she 
did not belong. The quarrels in Mexico and Spain were given very much the same 
treatment, while the Concordat with Hitler received hardly any attention at 
all. Those who suffered in persecution were pitied in every country where 
disorder reigned. The encyclicals delivered b,y the Holy Father at this period 
seemed to ratifY the suspicion newsmen had of the radical changes taking place 
in the governments of the twentieth century. 
$Saeorge Seldes, "Catholics and Fascists", !!! Republic XCVII (November 9, 
1938), pp. 6-9. 
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A man who had always enjoyed excellent health, Pius XI refused to admit 
illness until the end of his life. During the last months ot 1936 and early 
part of 1937, over eighty years of age, he suffered such a serious illness that 
his death was rumored. A successor to the papal throne was discussed by two 
journals at this time. Reinhold Niebuhr mentioned Cardinal Pacelli as being a 
possible candidate, though he doubted his election because ot his oftice ot 
Secretary of State. Concerning the political situation he added •. "There is a 
particular pathos in the present Catholic anti-Communist campaign with its ad-
mission that the Church does not like Fascism but prefers it to Communism be-
cause Communism tries to destroy it while Fascism merely embarrasses it."l 
Leo Lehmann, in another article in his series, remarked that "the succes-
sor of the ailing Pontiff, who will instruct the bishops of America in matters 
of vital concern to the tuture ot democracy will undoubtedly have to be Fas-
cist-minded to please Mussolini," and again, in concluding his declamations on 
the "Catholic Church in Politics", he expressed the hope that if Catholicism 
here, as in France, would be "earnest in caring for the common welfare I and 
lReinhold Niebuhr, "Pius XI am His Successor", The Nation CILIV (January 
1931), pp. l20-122. -
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less concerned about the details of birth control, marital relations, movie and 
rad i.o censorship and the like, then American Catholics may indeed rejoice, and 
non-Catholics relax their suspicions that the Church is not willing to cooper-
ate in the preservation of the free institutions of American democracy. 02 
Despite the predictions to the contrary the Pope lived for two years dur-
ing which time he wrote the great enc,yclicals on conditions in RUSSia, Spain, 
and Germany • On the eve of the Munich conference he spoke on the martyrdom of 
St. Wenceslaus, patron saint of Czechoslovakia and begged God and man for 
peace. He pleaded with Mussolini not to join HUler, as he felt that Italy's 
neutrality would help to looalize the conflict that seemed imminent. Even be 
who had always been an optimist had become a pessimist. He begged God to take 
his life as a price for peace.) 
As his health grew worse and he suffered several heart attacks, the Holy 
Fathor determined to leave a message with the Italian bishops (presumably on 
fascism) and called a meeting for February 12. When the bishops met on that 
d~ it was to kneel at his bier and pray for the soul of the great man.4 
Atter death men spoke of him much a.s they had done during life. It was 
1939 and all the evils of totalitarianism had been unveiled. The critics 
2Lehmann, (December 21, 1938), pp. 19.5-198. 
3Aradi, ~!!!!!!, pp. 237-247. 
4Ibid., pp. 248-249. The message of Pius XI was recently released for 
-publication on the anniversary of the Lateran Treaty and in memory of the death 
of that Pontiff. Pope John IXIII, in a letter to the Italian bishops, gave the 
contents of the document to the world. (A.,A.S. LI, March 11, 19.59, pp. 129-
13.5.) 
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struck out at Pius Xlts acceptance of this form of government. The world was 
working itself into the tear and hatred which precedes war and aqr suspicious 
policies were declaimed. As a man Achille Ratti was honored, as a statesman, 
his moves were regarded warilY. 
His friends were friends still and his foes as bitter after death as they 
had been in life. The New York Times which had always been friendly toward him 
--------
mourned: 
The Pope is dead who, of all modern popes seemed the most 
indomitable in body and spirit. • • • Strength was his dominant 
qualUy-strength of body, strength of will, strength of mind • 
• • • History will associate his name with the Lateran Treaty of 
1929, which ended the impasse lasting since 1870 in the relations 
between the Holy See and the Italian govermnent. Critics of the 
agreement argued that it was a victory for Mussollni rather than 
the Pope, and undoubtedly the reconciliation between church and 
state strengthened the Fascist regime. But events have proved 
the statesmanship of Pius XI in seizing the unique opportunity 
offered by the dictatorship to terminate without controversy the 
Pope's romantic but unreal and untenable posit i on as "Prisoner of 
the Vatican" in a Rome that was the inevitable capital of a united 
Italy •••• In reality the Lateran Treaty was the attempt of Pius 
XI to stand clear of what he recognized as the new enemy of the 
Church, the supreme state. • • • His battle against the atheism of 
communism constituted one phase of this war; toward the end he was 
more preoccupied with the conflict with the racial religion of 
National Socialism. He died waging this fight. His last battle 
was against the policy of "racism" in Italy, vigorously condemned 
as wholly incompatible with the Christian conception of human 
equality before God. 
This was the fundamental concern of the pontificate of Pius 
XI. His succession to the papacy in 1922 coincided roughly with 
the rise of communism and fascism. From his high observation post 
he watched the two systems develop into world powers and his last 
years were shadowed qy the clash of their collision. • • • His 
successor will carr,y on his work, but a valiant and powerful person-
ality, a religious leader of unflinching courage, driven to the last 
qy A heroic sense of the terrible responsibility of5his office, is lost to the world in the passing of the 26lst Pope. 
5New ~ Times, February 10, 1939, p. 22. 
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Time cOncJidered that he had "revealed himself to a vigorous post-war 
world as a man of vigorous words and deeds, an often stubborn taker ot no mants 
advice, a good-humored breaker of precedents, in every sense a great Pope, 
given to the Catholic Church at a time when she greatly needed one. 1t6 
Another article during the same month expressed the feeling that there had 
been a change in anti-Catholic tee ling in the United States during the reign ot 
Achille Ratti. "The country is still Protestant but among the deepening class 
cleavages of today, the Roman Catholic Church is recognized as the Gibralter ot 
conservatism, and respect for the constancy ot its moral values has revived_"7 
The Christian Science Monitor recognized the late Pontiff as an individual 
who had begun life humbly and who had never lost touch with the common people, 
"combining 1n unusual degree the qualities ot mental and physical vigor" and 
concluded that: "Officially he leaves tasks which will tax the energy and in-
telllgenee of any successor. Personally he leaves the record of a man who 
humbly and greatly served. 1t8 
"Not in many centuries has the passing of a Pope been as sincerel,y mourned 
1n non-Catholi.c circles as the death of Pius XI," eulogized the Nation. "His 
courage in attacking Naziism in criticizing ~he importation of German racial 
theories into Italian fascism had won him wide respeot and applause_,,9 The 
6"Death of a Pope", Time XXXIII (February 20, 1939), p. 29. 
-
1T1me XXXIII (February 27, 1939), p. 9. 
-
8Christian Science Monitor (Boston), February 11, 1939, p. 14. 
91'1ptus lIlt, The Nation CXLVIlI (February 1939), p. 194. 
_ ........ _-
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article went on, however, to object to the "optical 11lusion" that Pius XI 
was an anti-fascist, and proclaimed that history might well decide that the aid 
he gave the first of the Fascist dictators was the most important aspect of his 
pontifioate. Bf disciplining Don Sturzo and adopting a hostile attitude toward 
his party the journal felt that Pius helped II Duce immeasurably_ "The concor-
dat cost Mussolini 1,7$0,000,000 lire in indemnities but it gave this former 
anti-clerical and atht3ist the blessing of the Church •••• Pius XI himself, 
though he opposed fascist extremism, could hardly be called a man of pro-
gressive views •••• He always spoke in high terms of Mussolini and his famous 
encyclical, Quadragestmo ~ contains nothing inconsistent with the corpora-
tive state •••• Although the Ohurch, under Pius, was finally reoonciled with 
the Frenoh Republic and lent support to republican ~rmaoy, the favor shown to 
the Austrian regime under Dol1tuss and Schuschnigg and to Franco indicate the 
Vatican's basioally anti-democratic tendencies."IO 
An article written a tew years later, yet which pertains to the problem, 
was written by Sherman t. Hayden in Foreign Policy Reports. By 1944 he was 
able to summarize and analyze the foreign policy of the Vatican during the pon-
tificate of Pius XI. Twenty-five years of Vatican foreign policy indicated 
certain general conclusions. Hayden was of the opinion that no possible slur 
could be justly cast on the character of Pius XI. He had shown himself worthy 
of his trust, steadfast in his faith, unremitting in the preaching of its 
dootrine, loyal to the principles which he professed. The view that the Pope 
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was at heart a fascist and wished to see the triumph of modern dictatorships, 
while a long sequence of superficial evidence could be constructed to support 
it, proves to be without foundation in tact. At the same time he is not a 
supporter of democracy, but just what he claims to be-indifferent to political 
forms, accepting aoy government which will meet the minimum demands of the 
Church.ll 
When it was hoped that His Holiness would openly condemn the Ethiopian 
invasion as a flagrant breach of international law, in view of the Vatican's 
consistent policy of taking no sides and Article 24 of the tateran Treaty, 
which restrained him from political aotivites, he could do nothing. Hqden 
felt that he might at least have toned down the exhuberance of the Italian 
clergy over the war and the subsequent viotory. The fact remains that a degree 
of personal preference and prejudice showed plainly enough to make a fiction of 
neutrality difficult. The reasons why the Vatican has shown inclination toward 
Fascist governments despite basic antagonism were that the full significance of 
fasciSM was not evident in its early stages J that unprincipled tyranny was mis-
taken for benevolent paternalism as seen in Portugal and Austria's corporate 
state, fascist states would protect the world against communism and Pius XI, 
inasmuch as he had served as Nuncio to Poland, had gained an early distaste for 
communism. Hayden concluded by judging that the papal record of practical 
statesmanship was not impressive. He realized that the Holy See is in Italy 
and had to adapt itself to Italian policy but he felt it could o~ be regret-
llHayden, pp. 277-287. 
ted that its ties with fascism had been so c108e.12 
A second article in the Times repeated the acclaims of the first. 
The great bell of St. Peter's that tolled for the death ot 
Pius XI rings sorrowfully today in the heart ot every believer 
in religion, freedom and peace. As Leo I saved Rome from Attila 
and Genseric, as Gregory the Great struggled against the Lombards. 
so Pius XI resisted the forces of violence and hate, the new per-
secution of the Church, the pagan ~th-makers, the idolaters of 
race. He stood violently tor the City of God against the deified 
state, as earlier popes stood against deified Roman' and Holy Roman 
Emperors. 
He was a man of ample and various gifts. A humanist, a quiet 
scholar, fingering lovinglY the manuscripts of the Ambrosian and 
the Vatican, he was a singularlY able administrator. A lover of 
antiquity, he had the modern tOllch as he showed in the renovation 
of the Vatican Library and the installation of radio and telegraph 
systems connecting his little domain with its widespread spiritual 
dependencies. Among his larger triumphs, his settlement of the so 
long insoluble "Roman Question" will always be memorable. The 
Lateran Treaty of 1929 gave the Holy See independence and ended 
the long quarrel between church and state. With characteristic 
comment, "The Holy See wants independence, not territory," he 
struck out of the agreement a proposed cession ot ground beyond 
Vatican confines. Pius XI had his little domain--larger he would 
not have--a center of freedom and of the defense of religion 
against the newer cult of worship ot the state. In this defense 
he was as brave as he was wise. The tree men and women whose 
battles he fought will not forget him.13 
A week later another editorial contained the wish that "he had lett a 
message to millions about the best use ot ho1id~s and vacations, and in 
general, of the leisure time which has come to so man;y.,,14 
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Dwelling on the tact that the Church regarded Marxism as a deadly ene~ 
and was uneasy about totalitarian states, the ~ Republic supposed that in the 
13~ ~ Times, February 12, 1939, pt. 4, p. 10. 
14Ibid ., February 20, 1939, p. 16. 
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position between two extremes of doctrine the Church would do everything in its 
power to strengthen constitutional democra~, under the libertarian principles 
of which toleration is accepted and the Church allowed freedom in the spiritual 
sphere. In assessing Catholic political action under Pius XI, the writer es-
teemed that the objective results had tended to strengthen authoritarian and 
totalitarian regimes. Germany was used as an example where democratic forces 
could have held the Nazis at bay if the Catholics within the Christian Social 
Party had been willing to unite with the Social Democrats in support of the 
republic. The Pope was called complaisant about Mussolini's defiance of the 
League of Nations in the conquest of Ethiopia. The article also accused Pius 
of favoring in part, Japan's conquest of China and of supporting Franco despite 
individual Catholio loyalists. The totalitarianism in Quebec which was given 
papal approval and "fascist.minded gentry" in the United States are derided 
also. "It may be said that these things do not represent the best Catholic 
thought and that many good Catholics are, heart and soul, supporters of liberal 
democrac,y. That is true, but it can also be said that the more democratic 
forces in the Church do not seem to control its official action and even have 
difficulty in asserting their opinions within it," It was advised that the 
gathering of Cardinals for the election be watched-.would the outcome be a 
closer sympathy for totalitarianism or "will the Church, b,y some miracle, 
decide that its best polic.y is to accept religious toleration and liberty in 
good faith, even if the development of democracy must be in the direction of 
advanced economic and social doctrines. nlS 
15lfPopes and Politics", !!!! Republic XCVIII (February 22, 1939), p. 61. 
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And yet, one more commentator believed he could say. nAnd everywhere 
Pius maintained a traditional policy of dealing politically with the states 
of the world--negotiating concordats whAnever possible--upon any terms which 
recognized the validity of the Church's mission on earth. That polic,y led the 
Church into some dilemmas ••• But with all its dangers the Church's polic,y 
remained, as wielded with prudence and steadfastness by Pius XI, the one inter ... 
national influence whos~ weight was on the side of peace and faith in 00d.nl6 
Looking back over the seventeen years 1n which Pius XI was the spiritual 
leader of the Catholic Church and her great influence in other matters as well, 
it is possible to find both abundant praise and caustic bitterness. At his 
election the personality of the man was the spotlighted feature and his past 
diplomatic deeds seemed to hold much in store for the future of the Vatican. 
His first public act broke seventy years' precedent and was eager~ seized upon 
for a deeper meaning. 
When the solution to the Roman QU8st1.on was found, the reaction was first 
triumphant and then suspicious. The trouble with Mussolini in ~hlch the Ho~ 
Father found ' himself not so long afterward served as confirmation for the lack 
of trust some had displayed in the Lateran agreements. 
As the "social encyclicals" flowed from the pen of the Pontiff, the 
journals fell usually into their three groups. The Nation and the ~ Republic 
for the most part resented any move made by the Pope in this regard. Their 
ideas of marriage, labor, censorship, and education were based on totally 
16nDeath of a Pope", ~ XXXIII (February 20, 1939), p. 29. 
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different concepts. The Christian Science Monitor advocated the policies but 
chafed under the influence of the poli~ maker; ~ seemed to shift from one 
side to another depending on the issue at stake, very often not counting it 
important enough for an opinion at all. Henry Me~~ken, through his American 
Mer~lll"'Y scoffed at every type of organized group, the Roman Catholic Church 
included, while the !!! ~ Times consistently, with very few exceptions, 
advocated the moves of the Papaa,r editoriallY and gave her generously of its 
enthusiasm and applause. 
With the discussion of the Mexican and Spanish persecution, the past 
history of the countries had to be taken into consideration and most papers 
found the higher clergy had accumulated too much wealth and political power 
and so had little ~pathy for their troubles. The Pope was not blamed so 
much as was the Church in the individual countries. The Concordat with Hitler 
was considered a mistake on the part of Pius XI but was laid to political 
naivete rather than lack of moral judgement. 
In death the Pope's accomplishments and errors were considered in the 
light of what was developing for the world. Hitler and Mussolini were known 
for what they were. Politically Pius XI was regarded by most as a poor judge 
of governments and their honesty. As a man he was congratulated for a life 
~ived unselfishly for God and the world. 
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